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CH AP T E R

ONE

In t r o d u c t i o n

It is rather accepted that the decision making is one of the most important fact in
human’s life and it always influences the life in all field of activities, it doesn’t matter is it
economical, political or technological. As a matter of fact human’s nature always seeks
for better, easier and economical solution in a safe manner, which in a good condition
leads to better life’s style. It is rather obvious that the demands usually contain some
problems that need researches and investigations which usually give “optimal”
solution(s). This phenomenon is also valid in engineering field where engineers try to
find better solution in everyday life’s problems and use advanced technique to solve
them in secure, enhanced and economical way.
In Engineering science, unfortunately analytical solutions by using fundamental theories
can only be applied to a limited class of structures of simple geometry, and direct
numerical solutions require computing power which was not available until
comparatively recently. For instance, in Civil Engineering a class of structure that came
in for particular attention, because of its particular importance, was the skeletal structure
like beam column connections that are connected each other at ends or two, three
dimensional frame structures. Using basic principles it is possible to develop adequate
relations between moments and the lateral forces at the end of the particular beam
member and the corresponding relations and lateral displacements. A skeletal structure
can be analyzed directly by combining the force displacement relationships for the
individual members subjected to satisfying equilibrium and compatibility conditions at
the joints. But in case of complicated structures it was impossible to solve the resulting
set of linear algebraic simultaneous equations other than simple problems. The
developments which were taking place in the realm of digital, computing presented the
structural and stress analyst with ever increasingly powerful aid in the solution of these

kinds of problems. The availability of computing power meant that a general systematic
and repetitive approach was advantageous and that the solution of any resulting large
set of simultaneous equations was no longer a big problem. Matrix algebra provided a
basis for the efficient organization and manipulation of large quantities of data. Thus,
without the need to develop any fundamentally new structural principles, the stage was
set for the introduction of what are known as the matrix methods of structural analysis.
At the end of first half of this century, in aircraft industry, engineers developed clever
methods in structural analysis. Matrix algebra had important role and with development
of computer power by time the situation was ripe for generalization and extension of
analysis methods. The rapid changes and fast developments in aircraft’s structural
forms were forcing for developments in analysis methods as well. It was these
circumstances that the finite element method gets its modern form in the mid 1950s. As
with the matrix method of structural analysis the basis of the finite element method
resides in subdividing a complex structure (the theoretical model of actual structure) in
to a finite number of discrete parts or regions or elements.
The above goals can be archived by the use of the mathematical programming tools.
Optimization has many effects in industrial field such car, aeronautics, aerospace,
building, textile, packaging industry (shape and/or material of pack), etc...
This topic is also very popular in Structural Civil Engineering field where the Engineers
try to optimize the structure in different boundary condition, for different purpose.
In the field of the structural optimization there are two main areas: analysis and design.
Analysis principally means that the load carrying capacity has to be found with given
boundary conditions (size, resistance, supports, etc…). In design, the loads and
supports are given and the engineer should find the best geometry and dimension for
the structure.
Engineers do usually strive for a global optimization of weight, rigidity, resistance and
cost. Traditionally, engineers proceed by trial and error, and optimization is really a
matter of intuition and know-how. This is of course an old-fashion, costly, and improper
way of optimizing. The modern trend is to use more and more numerical software which
simultaneously analyze and optimize many possible designs, making optimal design an
automatic process. The most commonly used optimization technique called Layout
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Optimization which deals with optimization of size, shape and topology of the structures.
Each of them has very wide range of research field and developments.
In last decade through my M.Sc. and Ph.D. studies I was working mainly in field of
topology optimization and cooperating with Prof. G. Rozvany, Prof. S. Kaliszky, Prof. A.
Vásárhelyi and my supervisor Dr. J. Lógó in Budapest University of Technology and
Economy, Faculty of Civil Engineering, Department of Structural Mechanics. The title of
my M.Sc. Theses was topology optimization with SIMP method (supervised by G.
Rozvany and J. Lógó). The SIMP means Solid Isotropic Material with Penalty. The
method described has been extensively used by Rozvany, Zhou, and Birker (1992), but
it was originally suggested by Bendsoe (e.g. 1989) as an extension of a technique
employed by Rossow and Taylor (1973). The extension of SIMP like method
investigation was developed in my Ph.D. work and later it was extended to non-design
area, internal and external support strengthening and finally stochastic topology
optimization as one can see later among my works.
I was entitled to cover the following tasks through my Ph.D. work:
•

To create new algorithms based on the Kuhn-Tucker condition in order to solve
the optimal design (topology) problems with thousands of design variables (make
the numerical procedures capable for industrial application as well),

•

Computer program which solves constraint optimization problems with thousands
of design variables (an ordinary optimization programs could solve about 1000
design variables),

•

Create a new algorithms in order to find new type of topologies,

•

Investigate the effects of the additional internal and external support for optimal
topologies,

•

Investigate the effects non-design domain for optimal topology (for technical
reason the design area should be divided into two parts, design and non-design
one),

•

Probabilistic effects (probabilistic boundary conditions, probabilistic loading) in
topology optimization.

The following assumptions are considered in my entire dissertation work:
•

Small displacement theory is used,

•

Material is linear elastic,
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•

The load is one-parametric, static,

•

Stability problems are not considered.

The topology optimization that I have been involved in was started by the M. Michell in
the beginning of 19th century. Nowadays the topology optimization is one of the most
“popular” topics in the field of optimal design. A great number of papers indicate the
importance of the topic. Generally, the reviews of these papers trace back only to the
last 15 years and mostly the reports which were published earlier remain “hidden” and
“undiscovered”.
The past century has produced impressive improvements in power and efficiency of
mathematical programming techniques, as applied to general structural design problem,
but these methods pay for their generality with rapid increase in the number of
computational requirements such as the increase of the number of design variables and
number of constraints. This computational burden tends to restrict their usefulness to
problems from ten to a few hundred of design variables. Attempts to apply numerical
search procedures to resize problems have failed due to the fact of the large number of
design variables involved or due to the huge computational expenses.
The special approaches which have solved such problems successfully are known from
the literature as optimality criteria methods. Optimality criteria methods are based on
radically different thinking from those applied in the development of the mathematical
programming methods (MP). Most MP methods concentrate on obtaining information
from conditions around the current design point in design space in order to find the
answer to two questions: in what direction and how far to go to best reduce the value of
the objective function directly. This is repeated until no more reduction is produced in
the iterations within some selected tolerance. On the other hand, optimality criteria
methods, exact or heuristic, derive or state conditions which characterize the optimum
design, then find or change the design to satisfy those conditions while indirectly
optimizing the structure. The optimality criteria method approach results in finding the
close neighbourhood of the optimum usually very quickly depending on certain
conditions.
The procedure can be divided into four steps: Step 1. derives the optimality criteria
equations – they can be intuitive criteria (fully stress design (FSD), simultaneous failure
mode design (SFMD), uniform strain energy density design (USEDD), constant internal
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force distribution design (CIFDD), etc..), or mathematically defined optimality criteria
equations (classical optimality criteria method (COC), dual optimality criteria method
(DOC), general optimality criteria method (GOC), etc…). Step 2. is the iteration
procedure for the design variables. Step 3. is the iteration procedure for the Lagrange
multipliers. Step 4. is the computer program implementation.
Basically my research work was divided into two main parts, topology optimization with
deterministic problems and topology optimization of stochastic problems.
In the first case, all the structural design data were given in deterministic form while in
the second case the design data contained some deterministic data and some
probabilistic data or constraint.

In engineering practice it is known that the support condition and the load position plays
a very important and sensitive role on final shape of the structure and eventually weight
of the structure.
This was one of the reasons that engineers start to think and investigate the optimum
topology of the structures. As the topology optimization became rapidly expanding field
in structural mechanics field, several methods and conditions was introduced to
investigate the different conditions on the structures. I also investigate some tasks
during my M.Sc. study and they were extended in my Ph.D. study that can be found in
chapter two.
As a matter of interest stochastic topics catch my attention and I did some investigation
on topology optimization taking into consideration stochastic effect. The detail of
investigation and achieved result can be found in chapters three and four.

There are five chapters in my dissertation that is briefly listed below:
The first chapter gives introduction and describes main goals and the general
assumptions to the structural optimization, as it was discussed above.
The second chapter is the State of Arts where one can find wide review summary of
selected publications concerning topology optimization in last decades. The “strongly”
connected contributions to my research work are discussed at the beginning of the last
three chapters.
The third chapter shows an iterative method and new type of optimal topologies where
the basic algorithm was extended to consider internal and external supports and effect
of the non-design domain.
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The fourth chapter introduces the topology optimization considering stochastic side
constraints.
The fifth chapter presents numerical procedure and new type of optimal topologies in
case of probabilistic (correlated) loading.
The dissertation is closed by the list of references including my contributions.
The structure of last three chapters is shortly named below:
•

Brief literature survey connected strictly to the research topic,

•

Mathematical and mechanical backgrounds and developments,

•

Examples and new results,

•

Theses.
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CH AP T E R

TW O

S ta te O f A r t
In this chapter I will give some overview on the state of art in topology optimization
based on the selected papers published mainly in Journal of Structural and
Multidisciplinary Optimization and CISM lecture note (ed. by Rozvany (1992)). This work
is the sample selection in topology optimization area.

2.1. Overview on topology optimization
I have found lots of interesting papers concerning my research field that were published
by different authors during years 1990-2009 from all over the world. Below I give a brief
overview out of some interesting research works. The topology optimization research
field is more than hundred years old but the contributions are published in the last two
decades.
Rozvany, Zhou and Gollub (1990) have studied the general aspects of iterative
continuum-based optimality criteria (COC) method that discussed and proposed
approach was applied to structural optimization problems with freely varying crosssectional dimensions. In their paper, upper and lower limits on the cross-sectional
dimensions, segmentation, allowance for the cost of supports and for self weight, nonlinear and non-separable cost and stiffness functions and additional stress constraints
were considered.
Zhou and Rozvany (1992) have studied a highly efficient new method for the sizing
optimization of large structural systems. Their proposed technique uses new rigorous
optimality criteria derived on the basis of the general methodology of the analytical
school of structural optimization. They have proved that the capability of OC and dual
methods is increased by several orders of magnitude. This is because the Lagrange
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multipliers associated with the stress constraints are evaluated explicitly at the element
level, and therefore, the size of the dual-type problem is determined only by the number
of active displacement constraints which is usually small. This was new optimality
criteria method, which is called DCOC.
Díaz and Sigmund (1995) have published a paper where they have computed effective
properties of arrangements of strong and weak materials in a checkerboard fashion.
Kinematics constraints are imposed so that the displacements are consistent with
typical finite element approximations. They have shown that when four-node
quadrilateral elements are involved, these constraints results in a numerically induced,
artificially high stiffness. This can account for the information of checkerboard patterns
in continuous layout optimization problems of compliance minimization.
Rozvany (1998) have showed the exact analytical truss solutions for some “benchmark”
problems, which are often used as test examples in both discretized layout optimization
of trusses and variable topology (or generalized) shape optimization of perforated plates
under plane stress.
Zhou (1996) have developed the DCOC for plate and shell and showed that the high
efficiency of DCOC is guaranteed by the fact that the computational expense of DCOC
is only influenced by the number of active displacement constraints, which is usually
very small for the considered problem.
Olhoff, Rønholt and Scheel (1998) published a paper concerning optimum threedimensional microstructures, which is derived in explicit analytical form by Gibianski and
Cherkaev (1987) are used for topology optimization of linearly elastic three-dimensional
continuum structures subjected to a single case of static loading. For prescribed loading
and boundary conditions, and subject to a specified amount of structural material within
a given three-dimensional design domain, the optimum structural topology is
determined from the condition of maximum integral stiffness, which is equivalent to
minimum elastic compliance or minimum total elastic energy at equilibrium.
The use of optimum microstructures in their work renders the local topology optimization
problem convex, and the fact that local optima are avoided implies that they can
develop and present a simple sensitivity based numerical method of mathematical
programming for solution of the complete optimization problem.
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Taylor (1998) investigated an analytical model presented for the optimal design of
linearly elastic continuum structures. To facilitate the expression of the combined
analysis and design problem in general form, a basis is introduced covering a general
set of energy invariants. Both internal (strain) energy and the expression of generalized
cost are represented conveniently in terms of this basis, and as a result the optimality
conditions for the design problem have a particularly simple form. Presented
developments comprise a reinterpretation and an extension of existing models where
the design variable is the material modulus tensor, and where “cost” is represented in a
general form. The conventional potential energy statement for linear continuum
elastostatics is restated in the form of an isoperimetric problem, as a preliminary step.
This interpretation of the mechanics is then incorporated in a max-min formulation
applicable for the general design of linear continuum structures. To exemplify its
application, the model is interpreted as it would apply for certain materials with particular
geometric structure, e.g. crystalline forms. Also problems treated earlier where optimal
material properties are predicted for the case where unit cost is proportional to the trace
of the modulus tensor are identified as examples within the generalized formulation. The
application of a recently developed technique to predict optimal black-white structures,
i.e. designs having sharp topological features, is considered in the setting of the
presented generalized model.
Beckers (1999), deals with topology optimization of continuous structures in static linear
elasticity in his paper. The problem consists in distributing a given amount of material in
a specified domain modelled by a fixed finite element mesh in order to minimize the
compliance. As the design variables can only take two values indicating the presence or
absence of material (1 and 0), this problem is intrinsically discrete. Here, it is solved by
a mathematical programming method working in the dual space and specially designed
to handle discrete variables. The method is very well suited to topology optimization,
because it is particularly efficient for problems with a large number of variables and a
small number of constraints. To ensure the existence of a solution, the perimeter of the
solid parts is bounded. He developed computer program including analysis and
optimization. As it is specialized for regular meshes, the computational time is
drastically reduced. Some classical 2-D and new 3-D problems are solved, with up to
30,000 design variables. Extensions to multiple load cases and to gravity loads are also
examined.
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Nha Chu, Xie and Steven (1999) have presented a simple evolutionary method for
optimization of plates subject to constant weight, where design variable thicknesses are
discrete. Sensitivity numbers for sizing elements are derived using optimality criteria
methods. An optimal design with minimum displacement or minimum strain energy is
obtained by gradually shifting material from elements to the others according to their
sensitivity numbers. A simple smoothing technique is additionally employed to suppress
formation of checkerboard patterns. They showed that the proposed method can
directly deal with discrete design variables. They presented some examples to show the
capacity of the proposed evolutionary method for structural optimization with discrete
design variables.
Hammer and Olhoff (2000) have discussed a generalization of topology optimization of
linearly elastic continuum structures to problems involving loadings that depend on the
design. Minimum compliance is chosen as the design objective, assuming the boundary
conditions and the total volume within the admissible design domain to be given. The
topology optimization is based on the usage of a SIMP material model. The type of
loading considered in their paper occurs if free structural surface domains are subjected
to static pressure, in which case both the direction and location of the loading change
with the structural design.
Buhl, Pedersen and Sigmund (2000) have presented topology optimization of structures
undergoing large deformations. The geometrically nonlinear behaviour of the structures
is modelled using a total Lagrangian finite element formulation and the equilibrium is
found using a Newton-Raphson iterative scheme. The sensitivities of the objective
functions are found with the adjoint method and the optimization problem is solved
using the Method of Moving Asymptotes.

They used a filtering scheme to obtain

checkerboard-free and mesh-independent designs and a continuation approach
improves convergence to efficient designs.
They tested different objective functions. Minimizing compliance for a fixed load results
in degenerated topologies which are very inefficient for smaller or larger loads. The
problem of obtaining degenerated "optimal" topologies which only can support the
design load is even more pronounced than for structures with linear response. The
problem is circumvented by optimizing the structures for multiple loading conditions or
by minimizing the complementary elastic work. They showed examples that differences
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in stiffnesses of structures optimized using linear and nonlinear modelling are generally
small but they can be large in certain cases involving buckling or snap-through effects.
Fujii and Kikuchi (2000 presented a method for preventing numerical instabilities such
as checkerboards, mesh-dependencies and local minima occurring in the topology
optimization which is formulated by the homogenization design method and in which the
They used SLP method as optimizer. They present a function based on the concept of
gravity (which we named "the gravity control function") is added to the objective
function. The density distribution of the topology is concentrated by maximizing this
function, and as a result, checkerboards and intermediate densities are eliminated.
There are some techniques in the optimization procedure for preventing the local
minima. The validity of their method is demonstrated by numerical examples of both the
short cantilever beam and the MBB beam.
Rozvany (2001) discussed the topology optimization of structures and composite
continua has two main subfields: Layout Optimization (LO) deals with grid-like
structures having very low volume fractions and Generalized Shape Optimization (GSO)
is concerned with higher volume fractions, optimizing simultaneously the topology and
shape of internal boundaries of porous or composite continua. He presented solutions
for both problem classes can be exact/analytical or discretized/FE-based.
Considering in detail the most important class of (i.e. ISE) topologies, the computational
efficiency of various solution strategies, such as SIMP (Solid Isotropic Microstructure
with Penalization), OMP (Optimal Microstructure with Penalization) and NOM
(NonOptimal Microstructures) are compared by him.
The SIMP method was proposed under the terms "direct approach" or "artificial density
approach" by Bendsoe over a decade ago; it was derived independently, used
extensively and promoted by the author's research group since 1990. The term "SIMP"
was introduced by the Rozvany in 1992. After being out of favour with most other
research schools until recently, SIMP is becoming generally accepted in topology
optimization as a technique of considerable advantages. It seems, therefore, useful to
review in greater detail the origins, theoretical background, history, range of validity and
major advantages of this method.
Stolpe and Svanberg (2001) have discussed the discretized zero-one minimum
compliance topology optimization problem of elastic continuum structures under multiple
load conditions. The binary design variables indicate presence or absence of material in
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the finite elements. A common approach to solve these problems is to relax the binary
constraints, i.e. allow the design variables to attain values between zero and one, and
penalize intermediate values to obtain a "black and white" (zero-one) design. To avoid
convergence to a local minimum, they have been suggested that a continuation method
should be used, where the penalized problems are solved with increasing penalization.
The trajectories associated with optimal solutions to the penalized problems, for
continuously increasing penalization, are studied on some or their carefully chosen
examples. Two different penalization techniques have been used.

They defined a

global trajectory as the path followed by the global optimal solutions to the penalized
problems, and present examples for which the global trajectory is discontinuous even
though the original zero-one problem has a unique solution. Furthermore, they
presented examples where the penalization method combined with a continuation
approach fails to produce a black and white design, no matter how large the
penalization becomes.
Zhou, Shyy and Thomas (2001) have studied that the checkerboard-like material
distributions are frequently encountered in topology optimization of continuum
structures, especially when first order finite elements are used. They have shown that
this phenomenon is caused by errors in the finite element formulation. Minimum
member size control is closely related to the problem of mesh dependency of solutions
in topology optimization. With increasing mesh density, the solution of a broad class of
problems tends to form an increasing number of members with decreasing size.
Different approaches have been developed in recent years to overcome these
numerical difficulties. However, limitations exist for those methods, either in generality
or in efficiency. In their paper, a new algorithm for checkerboard and direct minimum
member size control have been developed that is applicable to the general problem
formulation involving multiple constraints. This method is implemented in the
commercial software Altair OptiStruct.
Rietz (2001) shown a common way to perform discrete optimization in shape or
topology optimization to use a method called the artificial power law or SIMP. The focus
of his paper is to show that this method gives a discrete solution under some conditions.
Examples from topology optimization are shown for illustrative purposes in his paper.
Taylor and Bendsoe (2001) presented a variational formulation for the design of elastic
structures where the function to be minimized by the optimal design, i.e. the objective, is
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expressed in abstract form. The resulting statement of necessary conditions is uniformly
applicable for all admissible objectives. Both state and adjoint state variables appear
directly in the problem statement, and all objectives and the arguments of constraints
are scalars. The adjoint pair of state variables appears in symmetric roles via the
expression termed "mutual energy". Application of the generalized formulation is
demonstrated by treatment of their following examples: design to minimize the
maximum value of displacement or to minimize a global measure of stress, design for
generalized compliance, design where self-weight is taken into account, and
multicriterion design.
Stolpe and Svanberg (2001) have shown the discretized zero-one continuum topology
optimization problem of finding the optimal distribution of two linearly elastic materials
such that compliance is minimized. The geometric complexity of the design is limited
using a constraint on the perimeter of the design. A common approach to solve those
problems is to relax the zero-one constraints and model the material properties by a
power law which gives non-integer solutions very little stiffness in comparison to the
amount of material used.
They propose a material interpolation model based on a certain rational function,
parameterized by a positive scalar q such that the compliance is a convex function
when q is zero and a concave function for a finite and a priori known value on q. This
increases the probability to obtain a zero-one solution of the relaxed problem.
Buhl (2002) demonstrated a method for the benefits of simultaneously designing
structure and support distribution using topology optimization. The support conditions
are included in the topology optimization by introducing a new set of design variables
that represents supported areas. The method was applied to compliance minimization
and mechanism design. In the case of mechanism design, the large displacements of
the mechanism were modelled using geometrically nonlinear FE-analysis.
Examples with minimization of the compliance demonstrated the effects of using
variable cost of supports in a design domain. Their other examples shown that more
efficient mechanisms were obtained by introducing the support conditions in the
topology optimization problem.
Kutyłowski and Buhl (2002) have studied the problem of non-unique solutions in
topology optimization. Depending on the optimization path, the solutions, in other words
the topologies of a structure, were different. The non-uniqueness problem in topology
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optimization was presented in connection with the testing of different lower material
mass value bounding functions and the use of different material properties updating
functions and different threshold functions. The structure strain energy minimum
criterion is applied to found the optimum topology. A comparison of the topologies
obtained from the energy criterion point of view was made.
Rozvany, Querin, Gaspar and Pomezanski (2002) have shown most existing studies of
2D problems in structural topology optimization were based on a given (limit on the)
volume fraction or some equivalent formulation. Their paper looks at simultaneous
optimization with respect to both topology and volume fraction, termed here "extended
optimality". They have shown that the optimal volume fraction in such problems - in
extreme cases - may be unity or may also tend to zero. The proposed concept was
used for explaining certain "quasi-2D" solutions and an extension to 3D systems was
also suggested. Finally, the relevance of Voigt's bound to extended optimality was
discussed.
Moses, Fuchs and Ryvkin (2002) have studied a numerical method for the topological
design of periodic continuous domains under general loading is presented. Both the
analysis and the design were defined over a single cell. Confining the analysis to the
repetitive unit was obtained by the representative cell method which by means of the
discrete Fourier transform reduced the original problem to a boundary value problem
defined over one module, the representative cell. The repeating module was then
meshed into a dense grid of finite elements and solved by finite element analysis. The
technique is combined with topology optimization of infinite spatially periodic structures
under arbitrary static loading. Minimum compliance structures under a constant volume
of material were obtained by using the densities of material as design variables and by
satisfying a classical optimality criterion which was generalized to encompass periodic
structures. The method was illustrated with the design of an infinite strip possessing 1D
translational symmetry and a cyclic structure under a tangential point force. A
parametric study presented the evolution of the solution as a function of the aspect ratio
of the representative cell.
Pedersen (2004) have discussed the balance between stiffness and strength design.
For materials with different levels of orthotropy (including isotropy), they optimized the
density distribution as well as the orientational distribution for a short cantilever problem,
and discussed the tendencies in design and response (energy distributions and stress
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directions). For a hole in a biaxial stress field, the shape design of the boundary hole
was also incorporated. The resulting tapered density distributions may be difficult to
manufacture, for example, in micro-mechanics production. For such problems a
penalization approach to obtain

black and white

designs, i.e. uniform material or

holes, is often applied in optimal design. A specific example was studied to show the
effect of the penalization, but was restricted to an isotropic material. When the total
amount of material was not specified, a conflict between optimal design for stiffness and
optimal design for strength appears. The computational results of such a case study
were shown.
Liszka and Ostoja-Starzewski (2004) have studied classical procedures of shape
optimization of engineering structures implicitly assume the existence of a hypothetical
perfectly homogeneous continuum – they do not recognize the presence of any micro
scale material randomness. By contrast, the present study investigates this aspect for
the paradigm of a Michell truss with minimum compliance (maximum stiffness) that has
a prescribed weight. The problem involves a stochastic generalization of the topology
optimization method implemented in the commercial Altair s OptiStruct computer code.
In particular, their generalization allows for the dependence of each finite element s
stiffness matrix on the actual microstructure contained in the given element s domain.
Contrary to intuition, stochastic material properties may improve the compliance of
optimal design. This is because the optimization is performed on a given random
distribution, so that the design process has an opportunity to choose stiffer cells and
discard those with weaker material. The paper does not aim for a robust design
process, but tries to answer a simpler intermediate question: how the random fluctuation
of material properties influences a structure that has been designed using classical
continuum-based optimization algorithms.
Zhou, Pagaldipti, Thomas and Shyy (2004) investigated implementation of FEM codes
with certain capabilities of topology optimization. However, most codes do not allow
simultaneous treatment of sizing and shape optimization during the topology
optimization phase. This poses a limitation on the design space and therefore prevents
finding possible better designs since the interaction of sizing and shape variables with
topology modification was excluded. In their paper, an integrated approach was
developed to provide the user with the freedom of combining sizing, shape, and
topology optimization in a single process.
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Rahmatalla and Swan (2004) have presented a node-based design variable
implementation for continuum structural topology optimization in a finite element
framework and its properties were explored in the context of solving a number of
different design examples. Since the implementation ensures C0continuity of design
variables, it was immune to element-wise checker-boarding instabilities that were a
concern with element-based design variables. Nevertheless, in a subset of design
examples considered, especially those involving compliance minimization with coarse
meshes, the implementation was found to introduce a new phenomenon that takes the
form of layering or islanding in the material layout design. In the examples studied,
this phenomenon disappears with mesh refinement or the enforcement of sufficiently
restrictive design perimeter constraints, the latter sometimes being necessary in design
problems involving bending to ensure convergence with mesh refinement. Based on its
demonstrated performance characteristics, the authors conclude that the proposed
node-based implementation was viable for continued usage in continuum topology
Du and Olhoff (2004) described a new computational approach for optimum topology
design of 2D continuum structures subjected to design-dependent loading. Both the
locations and directions of the loads may change as the structural topology changes. A
robust algorithm based on a modified isoline technique was presented that generates
the appropriate loading surface which remains on the boundary of potential structural
domains during the topology evolution. Issues in connection with tracing the variable
loading surface are discussed and treated in the paper. Our study indicates that the
influence of the variation of element material density was confined within a small
neighborhood of the element. With this fact in mind, the cost of the calculation of the
sensitivities of loads may be reduced remarkably. Minimum compliance was considered
as the design problem. There were several models available for such designs. In their
paper, a simple formulation with weighted unit cost constraints based on the expression
of potential energy was employed. Compared to the traditional models (i.e., the SIMP
model), it provides an alternative way to implement the topology design of continuum
structures. Some 2D examples were tested to show the differences between the
designs obtained for fixed, design-independent loading, and for variable, designdependent loading. The general and special features of the optimization with designdependent loads were shown in the paper, and the validity of the algorithm was verified.
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Lewi ski (2004) has studied the Michell-like problems for surface gridworks. Particular
attention was devoted to the problem of designing the lightest fully stressed gridworks
formed on surfaces of revolution. In the examples considered, the gridworks were
subjected to torsion. Proof was given that the circular meridian was a minimizer of the
weight (or volume) functional of a shell subjected to torsion, thus justifying the original
Michell conjecture according to which just the spherical twisting shell was the lightest.
The proof was based on the methods of the classical variational calculus and thus could
be viewed as elementary. The result was confirmed by a direct comparison of the exact
formulae for the weight of a spherical Michell shell with the exact formulae for the
weights of optimal conical and cylindrical shells with the same fixed boundaries.
Zhou and Li (2004) have investigated a discretized optimal structure was derived in a
closed analytical form based on Michell truss. The result has been shown that the
discretized optimal structure was most similar to Michell truss in topology and shape.
The difference in volume, displacement and strain energy between the discretized
optimal structure and Michell truss decreased sharply as the number of members
increased in discretized structure. A discretized optimal structure may be obtained from
Michell truss by using finite members. Their work was meaningful for studying
discretized optimal topology based on Michell truss.
Rozvany, Querin, Lógó and Pomezanski (2006) dealt with topological optimization of
structures in which some members or elements of given cross-section exist prior to
design and new members were added to the system. Existing members were costless,
but new members and additions to the cross-section of existing members have a nonzero cost. The added weight was minimized for given behavioural constraints. The
proposed analytical theory was illustrated with examples of least-weight (Michell)
trusses having (a) stress or compliance constraints, (b) one loading condition and (c)
some pre-existing members. Different permissible stresses in tension and compression
were also considered. The proposed theory was also confirmed by finite element (FE)based numerical solutions.
Rozvany (2009) evaluated and compared established numerical methods of structural
topology optimization that have reached the stage of application in industrial software. It
was hoped that his text will spark off a fruitful and constructive debate on this important
topic.
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Rozvany (2009) studied the owing to its implications with respect to a critical
examination of the SIMP and ESO methods in a Forum Article, extended optimality in
topology optimization was revisited, with a view to clarifying certain issues and to
illustrate this concept with a case study. It was concluded that extended optimality can
result in a much lower structural volume than traditional optimality.

2.2. Scope, aims, and significance of layout optimization
Layout optimization means the simultaneous selection of the optimal
•

Topology (i.e. spatial sequence of members and joints),

•

Geometry (i.e. the location of joints), and

•

Cross-sectional Dimensions (sizing)

of a structure.
Prager (e.g. Prager and Rozvany 1977) regarded layout optimization as the most
challenging class of problems in structural mechanics because there exists an infinite
number of possible topologies which are difficult to classify and quantify; moreover, at
each point of the available space potential members may run in an infinite number of
directions.
At the same time, layout optimization is of considerable practical importance because it
results in much greater material savings than pure cross section (sizing) optimization.
Layout optimization is usually based on a ground structure (for approximate-discretized
formulations, see Dorn et al 1964) or structural universe (for exact-analytical
formulations, see e.g. Rozvany 1989), which is the union of all potential members.
During the optimization procedure, nonoptimal members are eliminated and the
optimal size of the remaining members is
determined. In general, the exact optimal
layout can only be determined by using a
continuum

formulation

and

an

infinite

number of potential members in the
structural universe. The resulting solutions
are

sometimes

grid-like

continua,

Fig.2.1.Optimal Topologies
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containing an infinite number of members of infinitesimal spacing. However, this is by
no means the case in general, particularly if adequate line supports are available.
Fig.2.1a, for example, shows the exact optimal truss layout for a supporting line and a
point load, and Fig.2.1b the exact optimal grillage layout for a point load and a clamped
rectangular edge (Rozvany (1997) CISM Lecture notes). Continuous thick lines in
Fig.2.1. denote bars in tension or beams under positive bending and broken thick lines,
bars in compression or beams under negative bending. The thin lines in Fig.2.1b
represent boundaries of optimal regions.
In real world engineering problems, it is usual to minimize an objective function (e.g.
total volume, weight, lifetime or financial cost of a structure) subject to constraints on the
geometry (e.g. maximum height of a truss, variable linking etc) and behavior (stresses,
displacements, natural frequencies, buckling loads, ultimate collapse load etc). This
approach is realistic because behavioral requirements are usually prescribed in national
or international design standards. It is sometimes desirable to minimize several
conflicting objective functions simultaneously, in which case they are dealing with socalled multi-objective optimization. In most practical problems, however, the latter are
reduced to a single-objective procedure.
In many mathematical studies, single-constraint problems are chosen and the above
problem is reversed. This is done by fixing or limiting the weight or volume in the form of
an equality or inequality constraint and then making some behavioral quantity (e.g. total
external work or “compliance” for a given load) of the objective function. In the case of
several behavioral constraints in the original engineering problem, the inverse
formulation turns into a min-max problem in which the highest value out of several
objective functions is minimized. The “active” objective function corresponds to the
active constraints in the original problem.

2.3. Exact-analytical formulations
In these formulations, the theoretical optimal design is determined exactly through the
simultaneous solution of a system of equations expressing the conditions for optimality.
An example of this approach is the optimal layout theory, which seeks the arrangement
of structural members that produces a minimum-weight structure for specified loads and
materials.
The so-called “classical” layout theory deals with
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•

Grid-like or skeletal structures, such as trusses (pin jointed frames), grillages
(beam grids), shell-grids, cable nets; or

•

The fiber reinforcement or rib stiffeners in/on plates, disks, and shells.

•

Grid-like or skeletal structures have the basic feature that they consist of a
system of intersecting members, the cross-sectional dimensions of which are
small in comparison to their length. Consequently, they have a low volume
fraction (i.e. material volume/available volume), which means that only a small
proportion of the available space is occupied by structural material (Fig.2.2a).
This implies that

•

The effect of member intersections on stiffness (si in Fig.2.2a), strength and
weight can be neglected; and hence

•

The specific cost (weight) Ψ over a unit area or unit volume can be calculated by
simply adding the cost (weight) Ψi of members running in various directions:
Ψ = ∑ Ψi

(2.1)

i

The basic concepts of classical
layout optimization (for grid-like
structures)
principle
shows

are

explained

in

in

Fig.2.3.

Fig.2.3a

an

initial

topology

(structural

universe

or

ground
Fig.2.2. Optimal topologies

structure)

and

another

(the

optimal) topology is repeated in
Figs 2.3b, c, and d. However, the
geometry differs between Fig.2.3b
on the one hand, and Fig.2.3c and
d on the other, the latter two
having a conceptually “optimal”
geometry (for a limited number of
members).

Finally,

the

cross

sections (“sizes”) are different in
Figs.2.3c and d.

Fig.2.3. Optimal geometries
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Naturally, the above three aspects must be optimized simultaneously in order to obtain
the correct results because a selected topology may no longer be optimal if we change
the geometry.

2.4. Approximate-discretized formulations
Approximate-discretized solutions are usually based on numerical methods used in a
finite dimensional design space. Recent developments in this area are closely related to
the rapid growth in computing capabilities. A near optimal design is automatically
generated in an iterative manner, using either mathematical programming (MP) or
optimality criteria (OC) methods. The main advantage of this approach is that a practical
design can be achieved. However, in some problems it cannot be guaranteed that the
global optimum design will be obtained. Therefore, it may be necessary to restart the
optimization process from several different initial designs and compare the results.
(Vásárhelyi and Lógó (1994), Vásárhelyi and Lógó (1995-96)).

2.5. Generalized shape optimization
In generalized shape optimization or "advanced” layout optimization, a higher proportion
of the available space is occupied by material (Fig.2.2.b) and hence the optimization
procedure consists of two stages:
• Optimization of the microstructure for given forces or stiffnesses (si) in the principal
direction, and
• Layout optimization of the macrostructure on the basis of a given range of optimal
microstructures.
Generalized shape optimization can be used for perforated disks (laminate or plates in
plane stress, often incorrectly termed “membranes”), perforated plates (under flexure),
perforated shells, or porous three-dimensional solids.
If the perforations or “holes” in the above problem are filled with a second material, then
the optimization problem involves composite disks, plates, shells, or three-dimensional
solids.
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This type of optimization is termed generalized shape optimization because it involves
simultaneous optimization of the topology and shape of (internal) boundaries or
interfaces between different materials in composites.
Assuming that the size of the microstructures or cells in a perforated (porous) or
composite structure tends to zero, the equivalent elastic properties of the structure can
be determined by a smear-out or averaging process. This means that a nonhomogeneous cell is replaced by a locally homogeneous but an isotropic cell of the
same elastic properties. The rigorous treatment of the smear-out process, proving
convergence as the cell-size tends to zero, is termed homogenization.
Generalized shape optimization is shown conceptually in Fig.2.4, in which hatched
areas denote a stronger, stiffer and more expensive material, while dotted regions indicate a weaker, less stiff and cheaper one. The initial topology and shape of the
internal boundaries (interfaces between different materials) are shown in Fig.2.4a and
the conceptually “optimal” ones in Fig.2.4b. In the exact solution, however, an infinite
number of internal boundaries would appear.
The topology optimization problems are divided into two parts with equivalent solution
(same optimal topology). The first problem is to find the minimum volume of the
structure, where the compliance condition of the structure does not exceed a certain
limit, while in the second one is to minimize the compliance of the structure (see e.g.
Hegenier and Prager (1969)), where the volume does not exceed a certain bound. In
case of my dissertation the first type of problem definition is applied. Below the “original”
formulation is introduced after
Rozvany (Rozvany (1997)).
Find the minimum specific
volume of each element of
the structure and subject to
compliance

inequality

Fig.2.4. Optimal topologies

conditions.

1

min f ( x) = Ae ∑ tep ,
e

Subject to g (te ) =

Ae

∑E
e

(2.2)

f eT K e−1 f e − C ≤ 0.

e
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Here the Ae is the area of the element, Ee is the Young's Modulus of the element, fe is
the force of the element, Ke stiffness matrix of the element and C is the compliance. So
Ke and C (the compliance value) would be calculated according:

K e−1 =

1 ɶ −1
Ke
te

Here te is the element thickness (design variable), Kɶ e

(2.3)
is the stiffness matrix of the

element from unit thickness. C = F * ∆d, here F is the force on the body and ∆d is the
displacement under this external force.
In the following the basic minimum volume design problem (eq.2.2) is developed and
extended to different directions.
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CH AP T E R

T HR E E

T o p o l o g y O p t im iz a t io n
in c a s e o f E x t e n d e d D e s ig n C o n d i t io n

In this chapter I will introduce topology optimization for different support conditions with
external and internal supports as well as existing pre-assigned elements in the design
domain. The elaborated solution technique is introduced for the topology optimization of
elastic disks under single parametric static loading. Practical interpretation of the
problem mentioned above is that engineers have to strengthen the existing structure
with external and/or internal additional structural elements, and/or when a part of the
design domain always exists.
Different boundary conditions (elastic or/and fix, internal or/and external supports) with
their „cost” (penalty) and thousands of design variables are considered. Due to a simple
mesh construction technique the checker-board pattern is avoided. The Michell-type
problem is investigated minimizing the modified weight of the structure subjected to a
compliance condition. The numerical procedure is based on iterative formula which is
formed by the use of the first order optimality condition of the Lagrangian function.
At first I will introduce my investigation on optimum topology of a rectangular ground
structure with external and internal support „cost”, then secondly the same structure
would be introduced with pre-assigned (also known as pre-existing) elements where a
part of the structure should have fix non-design elements.

3.1. Introduction
Recently the topology optimization is the most "popular" topic in the field of optimal
design and a great number of papers indicate the importance of the topic (Bendsoe,
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Sigmund (2003), Gáspár, Lógó, Rozvany (2002), Rozvany (1997), Rozvany (2001),
Rozvany (1989), Rozvany, Bendsoe, Kirsh (1995), Rozvany, Gollub, Zhou (1997)). Due
to the complex nature of the problems, it is necessary to apply difficult mathematical
and mechanical tools for the solution even in case of simple structures. The limitation of
the available mathematical programming tools (usual programs work with limited
number of design variables) requires an iterative solution technique.
In this chapter one can see that the problem of optimizing structural topologies when
some of the external/internal ”loads” are variable and they have a nonzero „cost” and
the “fictitious weight” of the structure that contains the „cost” modified weight of the
elements is the overall measure of the problem. Such forces may represent an
external/internal reaction at a support, a force generated by passive control or a ballast
(weight) used for increasing cantilever action or modifying natural frequencies.
Classical theories of variable force (mostly support) optimization, based on optimality
criteria and adjoint displacement fields, were developed in the mid-seventies (e.g.
Rozvany and Mroz (1977)). Topology optimization for variable external forces will be
first discussed in terms of the exact optimal truss topologies, taking the „cost” of
external forces (e.g. at supports) into consideration. In the present study, it is assumed
that the „cost” of external forces depends on their magnitude, and this theory is
demonstrated in the context of a linear force (or support) „cost” function, Rozvany,
Lógó, Kaliszky (2003). Buhl (2002) assumed that the support costs are independent of
the reactions. Pomezanski (2004) introduced a new aspect of the support optimization
in case of truss structures.
In the following an iterative technique (which is named SIMP method) and the
connected numerical examples will be discussed in detail. The object of the design (socalled ground structure) is a rectangular disk with given loading (one parametric static)
and support conditions (fix or/and elastic bars). The material is linearly elastic. The
design variables are the thickness or/and cross-sectional area of the finite elements. To
obtain the correct optimal topology some filtering method has to be applied to avoid the
so-called “checker-board pattern”.
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3.2. Iterative formulation
3.2.1. Problem definition
In the classical Michell (1904) truss theory, the total truss weight is minimized for a
single load condition, subjected to constant tensile and compressive permissible
stresses, but without allowance for the „cost” of supports. The basic topology
optimization problem is to minimize the penalized weight of the structure which is
subjected to a given compliance and side constraints. This work is a continuation of the
basic and extended topology optimization procedures given by Lógó (2005, 2006). If
there are extra stiffening bars as supports (elastic bars) then the original problem has to
be modified. The new objective function contains the weight of the bars, as well:
G

1

Gb

Wɶ = ∑ γ g Ag t gp + ∑ γ s As ls .
g =1

(3.1)

s =1

Here:
G

is number of the ground elements of the discretized panel structure,

γg

is the specific weight of the ground element,

Ag

is the area of ground element,

tg

is the thickness of ground element (design variable),

p

is the penalty parameter,

Gb

is the number of bars,

γs

is the specific weight of the bar element,

As

is the cross sectional area of the bar element,

ls

is the length of the bar element,

The supports (springs and/or bars) could be added to the disk’s internal elements or to
the external elements. If a bar is added internally then its both ends are connected to
the disk elements, but if it is added externally, only one end is connected to the disk’s
element. Since the support elements are classified according to their connection types,
the formulation of weight of the supports can be modified as below:
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Gb

Gbi

Gbe

s =1

si =1

se =1

∑ γ s Asls = ∑ γ si Asilsi + ∑ γ se Aselse ,

(3.2)

where
Gbi

is the number of the internal supports,

γ si

is the specific weight of the internal bar element,

Asi

is the cross sectional area of the internal bar element,

lsi

is the length of the internal bar element,

Gbe is the number of the external supports,

γ se

is the specific weight of the external bar element,

Ase

is cross sectional area of the external bar element,

lse

is the length of the external bar element,

and Gb=Gbi+Gbe gives the total number of supports (internal plus external).
Introducing the following notations, lsi = losi tsi

1
p

1
p
ose se

and lse = l t , the eq. (3.2) can be

modified as follow:
Gb

Gbi

s =1

si =1

1

1

Gbe

∑ γ s Asls = ∑ γ si Asilosi tsip + ∑ γ se Aselosetsep ,

(3.3)

se =1

where
tsi

is normalized design variable,

tse

is normalized design variable.

Let γ si and γ se express the „cost” of the corresponding support’s „cost” and if Agsi = Asi losi
and Agse = Aselose introduced, then the original weight function can be formally simplified.
In this way the following compact weight function can be formed:
G

1

Gbi

1

Gbe

1

GG

1

Wɶ = ∑ γ g Ag t gp + ∑ γ si Asi losi tsip + ∑ γ se Aselosetsep = ∑ γ g Ag t gp ,
g =1

si =1

se =1

(3.4)

g =1

where GG=G+Gbi+Gbe. The design variables are the “thickness” of the elements. The
topology optimization problem with compliance and side constraints can be written as
follow:
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GG

1

min Wɶ = min ∑ γ g Ag t gp ,
g =1

subject to:

u T Κu − C ≤ 0;

 −t g + tmin ≤ 0; ( for g = 1,..., GG ) ,

t g − tmax ≤ 0; ( for g = 1,..., GG ) .

(3.5.a-d)

Where:
tg

is the thickness for “ground element” (design variable),

tmin

is the minimum allowable thickness for ground element,

tmax is the maximum allowable thickness for ground element,

u

is the nodal displacement vector associated with the load, and

C

is the compliance (“external potential energy” - e.g. Hegenier and Prager (1969)-.

In eq. (3.5.b) the nodal displacement vector u associated with the load P, is calculated
from Ku = P linear system.
Since the mathematical nature of problem (3.5.a-d) is similar to problem (2.2) all the
mathematical statements Bendsoe et al (2003), Ghaemi (2001), Rozvany (1987,1997),
Lógó (2005) –convexity, differentiability - are valid too. The penalization of the ground
element thicknesses tg results a more distinct material distribution indicating material or
no material. Due to this penalization the optimization problem is non-unique in some
sense, but the method is widely applied in engineering optimization. In the following the
traditional optimality criteria method (SIMP) of problem (2.2) and the connected iterative
algorithm are discussed.
In topology optimization the checker board pattern, a numerical artifact with artificially
high stiffness is a big problem. To avoid this problem, as an optimal solution here a
simple procedure was used which was published by Gáspár, Lógó, Rozvany (2002).
The key point is that all the ground elements (a primary meshing provides the so-called
ground elements) should be sub-divided into further finite elements (secondary
elements) with the same thickness. For the subdivision it is enough to use 2 by 2
elements. Further number of sub-elements cannot improve significantly the final result.
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3.2.2. Implemented FEM Technique
Figure 3.1. shows the design domain with rectangular 4 nodes disk elements (Fig. 3.2.)
that would be used during finite element calculation.
The nodes interconnect the disk or/and bar elements. The implemented shape functions
of the disk’s element are as follow:
1
(1 − ξ )(1 − η ) ;
4

N 2 (ξ ,η ) =

1
(1 + ξ )(1 − η ) ;
4

1
N 3 (ξ ,η ) = (1 + ξ )(1 + η ) ;
4

N 4 (ξ ,η ) =

1
(1 − ξ )(1 + η ) .
4

N1 (ξ ,η ) =

nodal points
Ω

η
4

3
η=1
ξ= -1

ξ=1
ξ
η= -1

rec tangular
mesh

1

Fig.3.1. Discretization of the
design domain

2

Fig.3.2. Local coordinate system
and basic disk element

The displacement’s boundary conditions are given in form of fix supports, elastic springs
and elastic bars, respectively. The system stiffness matrix can be constructed by
applying the assembling rule for iso-parametric elements.
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3.3. Lagrange Function
Using the Lagrange multipliers υ , α g , β g and slack variables h1 , h2 g , h3 g for the
constraints in problem (3.5), the following Lagrange function can be formed:
GG

1
p
g g

GG

£ ( t g ,υ , α g , β g , h1 , h2 g , h3 g ) = ∑ γ g A t + υ ( u T Κu − C + h12 ) + ∑ α g ( −t g + tmin + h22g ) +
g =1

g =1

GG

+ ∑ β g ( t g − tmax + h

2
3g

g =1

(3.6)

).

3.4. Design Formulation
By using the first order optimality conditions (Kuhn-Tucker conditions) one can obtain a
closed form for the optimal design.
1- p
 ∂u T
∂£ 1
∂K
∂u 
p
= γ g Ag t g + υ 
Κu + u T
u + uT K
 −αg + βg = 0 ,
 ∂t
∂t g p
∂t g
∂t g 
 g

( g = 1,..., GG ).

(3.7.a)

Due to symmetry of the stiffness matrix K the eq. (3.7.a) can be replaced by the
following relation:
1- p
Es
T ∂K ge
∂£ 1
p
= γ g Ag t g − υ ∑ u ge
u ge − α g + β g = 0 ,
∂t g p
∂t g
e =1

( g = 1,..., GG ) ,

(3.7.b)

where the subscript ge refers to the eth finite element of the gth ground element, Es is the
number of the sub-elements belonging to the gth ground element.

ɶ (e.g. calculated for a unit thickness
If the “normalized” element stiffness matrix is K
ge
( t g = 1 )), then the element stiffness matrix K ge for actual thickness t g is expressed by

ɶ due to the linear relation and ∂K ge = K
ɶ . Introducing the following notation
K ge = t g K
ge
ge
∂t g
Eg

Rg = t

2
g

∑u

T
ge

~

K ge u ge the eq. (3.7.b) becomes very simple

e =1

1- p
R
1
γ g Ag t g p − υ 2g − α g + β g = 0 .
p
tg

(3.7.c)

Continuing the derivations:
∂£
= u T Κu − C + h12 = 0 ;
∂υ

∂£
= 2υ h1 = 0 ;
∂h1

(3.8.a-b)
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∂£
= −t g + tmin + h22g = 0;
∂α g

∂£
= 2α g h2 g = 0;
∂h2 g

(3.9.a-b)

∂£
= t g − tmax + h32g = 0;
∂β g

∂£
= 2α g h3 g = 0;
∂h3 g

(3.10.a-b)

Omitting the details from eqs. (3.7.c), (3.8.a-b), (3.9.a-b) and (3.10.a-b) the values of the
Lagrange multipliers, slack variables and the thickness values t g can be calculated
iteratively.
As it is in COC type methods (Lógó (2005)), before the calculation of the Lagrange
multiplier υ , one needs to define a range for the thickness: a set of active (A) and
passive (P) thicknesses.
There exist three possibilities:
If tmin < t g < tmax (the ground element is “active”, g ∈ A ) then α g = β g = 0 and by (3.7.c)
the following formula can be obtained

 υ pRg
tg = 
 Aγ
 g g

p

 p +1
 .


(3.11)

In case of t g = tmin the corresponding Lagrange multipliers are α g ≥ 0 , h2 g = 0 and (3.7.c)
implies

 υ pRg
tg ≥ 
 Aγ
 g g

p

 p +1
 .


(3.12)

This means that if (3.11) gives a t g -value which is smaller than tmin then (3.7.c) is
satisfied by t g = t min . Similarly, in case of t g = tmax the corresponding Lagrange multipliers
are β g ≥ 0 , h3 g = 0 and then (3.7.c) implies

 υ pRg
tg ≤ 
 Aγ
 g g

p

 p +1
 .


(3.13)

That allows t g = tmax when (3.11) gives t g -value which is greater than t max . If t g = tmin or
t g = tmax the ground element called “passive” ( g ∈ P ).
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3.5. Calculation of the Final Iterative Formulas
In order to keep the number and layout of ground elements constant and avoid the illconditioned stiffness matrix, one can replace the zero element thickness (tmin) with a
small, but finite value (e.g. tmin = 10−6 ). If the compliance constraint is active in problem
(3.5) (e.g. satisfies the equality sign) the following form holds
GG

Rg

g =1

tg

C −∑

= 0.

(3.14)

Since the thickness value for passive elements ( g ∈ P ) is given and for active elements
( g ∈ A ), it can be calculated from (3.11), then
C−∑
g∈P

Rg
tg

=

∑A

g∈

Rg
tg

=

∑A

g∈

Rg
 υ pRg

 Ag γ g





p
p +1

,

(3.15)

implying
p

p

υ p +1

 Ag γ g  p +1 p +1
∑  p  Rg
g ∈A 

=
R
C−∑ g
g∈P t g
1

(for A ≠ 0).

(3.16)

The optimal solution can be obtained by calculating iteratively the thickness values t g
and the Lagrange-multiplier from (3.11) and (3.16).

3.5.1. The Applied SIMP Algorithm can be defined as follows:
1. Specify the Max and Min value of t g , ( t g max = 1 , t g min = 10−6 ).
2. Specify a maximum of C (compliance), of say 150% of the C value corresponding to
t g = tmax for all elements.

3. Set the penalty value, p=1, later this value will be incremented to p = 1.5, 2, etc. and
specify the maximum value of the penalty parameter.
4. Specify design domain, including supports and loading.
5. Specify the „cost” of the internal and external supports.
6. Carry out FEM.
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7. Extract displacement field for entire structure u.
8. Calculate elemental compliance Ce and Rg with displacement vector based on
current element solution set t g , but using the stiffness matrix for the elements as if it
had t g =1.

ɶ 
Ce = {u e } K
e
T

{ue }

9. Calculate Lagrange multiplier υ :
 Ag γ g  p
∑

 Rg
p 
g∈A 
υ=
p +1

Rg  p
 C − ∑

g∈P t g 

1

10. Calculate new element solution set: t g ,new

where υ

p
p +1

(for A ≠ 0).

 υ pRg
=
 Aγ
 g g

p

 p +1
 ;


is the Lagrange multiplier calculated in step 8 with the correct power.

11. Determine the set of active and passive elements by the following element limit set:
t g ,new = tmin

if

t g ,new ≤ tmin = 10−6 ;

e∈P ,

t g ,new = tmax

if

t g ,new ≥ tmax = 1;

e∈P ,

t g ,new = t g ,new

if

tmin ≤ t g ≤ tmax = 1;

e ∈ A,

where the e is the element and belongs to ground element.
12. If active set has changed in the previous iteration, go to step 5, else if active set has
not changed from pervious iteration go to step 12.
13. Increase p until all the elements become passive or reach the limit for p, using the
following formula: p = p + increment (step size is controlled).
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3.6. Pre-assigned Design Area
In this section topological optimization of structures will be discussed, in which some
members or elements of a given area exist prior to design and new elements are to be
added to the system. Sometimes in the practice there are some situations that part of
the structure has fix parameter and boundary condition. The elements which have fixed
parameter and boundary condition are called Pre-assigned area. They are shown in
Fig. 3.3. by nxnd (X-direction) and nynd (Y-direction). The pre-assigned area can be
due to some esthetical, architectural, statical, practical, etc.… reasons.
These elements have no “cost” and other elements which would be added during the
calculation are “non-zero cost”. It means added members (weight) would be minimized
according to the constraint.

Pre-assigned Design Domain

nynd
nxnd

45 elements
(divided into 2 subelements)

30 elements
(divided into 2 sub-elements)

Fig. 3.3. Design domain

Prager and Rozvany (1977) have developed several layout theories (for grid-like, trusslike continua) and shown the optimization of truss-like continua consisting of members
that may have infinitesimal spacing.
The layout (topology and geometry) and cross-sections of the members were
optimized. The elaborated layout theory of Prager and Rozvany starts off with a
structural universe (also known as “ground structure”) containing all potential members
or elements, out of which the optimal elements were selected. For truss-like continua,
the structural universe may consist of an infinite number of (infinitesimal) elements at all
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points contained in the design domain and in all directions. They obtained an optimal
solution by finding
(a) a statically admissible stress field satisfying equilibrium for the given loads and static
boundary conditions,
(b) a kinematically admissible (adjoint) strain field satisfying kinematic continuity and
boundary conditions, such that
(c) the optimal stress–strain relations are given by the sub-gradients of the so-called
specific „cost” functions, which express the relationship between the (usually
generalized) stresses and the material weight per unit area or unit volume of the design
domain.
I have investigated several topology optimization problems with pre-assigned design
domains and developed algorithm and computer programs to confirm Prager and
Rozvany’s theoretical work. Following numerical examples and obtained results show
the harmony with their work and prove their theoretical background work.
The examples were run under my developed computer program where the thickness of
pre-assign element set to be unit. The unit thickness presents the maximum thickness
for an element and if it belongs to the pre-assign design domain it has zero-cost or by
the other word it is called non-design area.
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3.7. Numerical Examples and Obtained Results
At the first I will introduce the examples and achieved results in case of variable support
conditions and afterward pre-assigned area’s example and results would be shown.

3.7.1. Examples of Internal and External Support Cost
A simple rectangular homogenous disk structure which is supported at the left side of
the design domain is examined with different boundary conditions (Fig.3.4.) in order to
find the optimum topology for the ground structure. To demonstrate the method and the
algorithm, several cases were examined. The design domain (or the ground structure) is
10x40 units. The applied concentrated load is 100 units and it acts at the middle of the
right edge of the ground structure. The Poisson ratio is set to 0. The penalty parameter
“p” is varied from 1.0 to 3.0 (from p = 1.0 to p = 1.5 with smooth increasing (increment is
set to 0.1) and later penalty parameter is increased up to p =3.0 with a larger increment
(0.5)). For the continuum design domain 4-nodes quadrilateral FE’s are used. Total
numbers of finite elements and the unknowns are 6400 by the use of 20x80 ground
elements and 2x2 sub-elements.
Two groups of examples are investigated which would be introduced below.

3.7.1.1. Fixed External Side Supports
In the first group of examples (Fig.3.4.) where the basic topology problem definition is
applied, a homogenous disk is supported by fix supports on one side (Fig.3.4.). Here
the effects of variation of the supports rigidities are investigated for the optimal topology.
At the beginning, all the side supports are set to be rigid with same rigidity (equal
costs), but later on, two supports -at the top and bottom- are kept rigid and the middle
support’s rigidity decreased gradually from infinite to zero rigidity (equivalent with
increasing the support costs). Applying this trick, made a possibility to find the optimal
topology shape of the ground structure in function of the support rigidities. The results
shows that most expensive case is when all the side supports are taken as rigid
(Fig.3.5.d.), and cheapest case is when the middle supports are taken as rigid (Fig.
3.5.a.). As one can see on the results, the first result gives cheapest possibility and the
last one shows the most expensive solution (if the disk, as structure is considered only).
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Dimensions:
10 x 40 units
Finite Element Mesh
Ground Elements: 20 x 80
Sub-elements:
2x2
Total FE Meshes:
6400
40
100
One Ground Element is divided
into 2x2 sub-elements

Fig.3.4. Design domain and boundary conditions
The optimal topologies due to the intermediate costs can be seen in Figs. 3.5.b-c.

Fig.3.5.a. The
”Cheapest” solution,
where all the
supports have
same rigidity.

Fig.3.5.b. Mid
supports are set to
be softer and outer
supports are rigid.

Fig.3.5.c. Slowly
mid supports are
set to softer and
softer.

Fig.3.5.d. All mid
supports are set to be
significantly softer than
the top and bottom
supports. This is most
“Expensive”!

In Figs.3.5.b-c. the optimal topology of the disk is presented where the costs of the
supports gradually decrease from the middle to the bottom and to the top, respectively.
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3.7.1.2. External Bar Supports
In the second group of examples (Fig. 3.6.) the extended topology problem definition is
applied (eq.3.5.), the middle supports are substituted with bars which are connected
externally to the disk within each 5 degrees in order to have bars almost in all directions.
The costs of the supports are varied from 1 (zero rigidity) to 10000 (infinite rigid). Using
modified „cost” function, made a possibility to monitor topology optimization change
over the disk and find the working bar against external force. The „cost” function
includes cost of the supports as well as cost of the ground structure (volume). Almost
identical results are obtained as the preceding examples. As it is shown below, the first
result would show the cheapest solution, where the external bars are rigid. Later the
rigidity of the bars is symmetrically and gradually decreased from the middle of side
support outward till one gets the most expensive solution where all the bars are set to
have small rigidity. This is shown in Fig. 3.7.d. The results of the second example are
very similar to the optimal topologies coming from the previous example. All the results
are in good agreement with the expected ones.

Dimensions:
10 x 40 units
Finite Element Mesh
Ground Elements: 20 x 80
Sub-elements:
2x2
Total FE Meshes:
6400

One Ground Element is divided
into 2x2 sub-elements

Fig.3.6. Design domain and bar supports
The most interesting point in the second example is the following: in all calculations, as
the rigidity of the bars were diminished symmetrically and gradually from the middle of
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side support outward, only the bars which were in direction of the resultant force were
working. The rest of the bars were not taking role on resisting the external force.

Fig.3.7.a. The

Fig.3.7.b. The bars

Fig.3.7.c. More and

Fig.3.7.b. The bars

“Cheapest” solution,
where the bar
elements are set to
be the same cost.

from the middle
outward gradually
set to have small
rigidity.

more bar set to
have small rigidity.

from the middle
outward gradually
set to have small
rigidity.

3.7.2. Examples of Pre-assigned Design Area
As a first trial the upper part of the structure was set as the pre-assigned design area. At
the beginning the number of the pre-assigned design area (nynd) set to 0 and later on it
was increased to 3 elements. Therefore second set of test introduced a rectangle preassigned design area which could only be placed in upper left corner (nynd and nxnd).
A lots of different compliance values were examined to change the volume fraction
(volume of the solution divided by the initial volume) and have “cheaper” solutions, in
order to fit to predicted solution. Below one can see the different investigated examples
with achieved results.

3.7.2.1. Zero Pre-assigned Area
In the first example (Fig. 3.8.) one can see the obtained results for the upper bar of zero
thickness. The load is at the top right corner (nynd = 0, nxnd = 0).
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The vertical width of the top bar shown in the above solution is 2 rectangles, which
means 1 ground element. This means that the optimal solution includes an upper bar. It
can be seen that with a finer meshing (left picture), the bottom bar can be seen clearly.

Dimensions: 30 x 45 units
Finite Element Mesh
Ground Elements: 60 x 90
Sub-elements:
2x2
Total FE Meshes: 21600

45

Mesh:
5400 (60x90)
Iteration: 317

30

Mesh: 21600 (120x180)
Iteration: 821

Fig.3.8. Problem definition and optimal topologies

3.7.2.2. Three vertical Ground Elements for Pre-assigned Area
In the next example (Fig. 3.9) 3 ground elements were set for pre-assigned elements in
the upper bar. The load remains in the same place (nynd = 6, nxnd = 0).

Dimensions: 30 x 45 units
Finite Element Mesh
Ground Elements: 60 x 90
Sub-elements:
2x2
Total FE Meshes: 21600

30

45

Mesh:
5400 (60x90)
Iteration: 317

Mesh: 21600 (120x180)
Iteration: 665

Fig.3.9. Problem definition and optimal topologies

The thickness of the upper bar solution is 6 rectangles, which means 3 ground elements
that is divided to 2 sub-elements. The solution gives same ground elements as pre-
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assigned elements and no extra elements were added to the upper bar. The solutions
obtained with different meshing are the same.

Disagreement with the Theory
Comparing the obtained four solutions above to the analytical optimal design solution,
Rozvany (1997), shows a disagreement. Indeed, the theoretical solution has more bars
in the upper side and more curved near to the loading point.
F=100

40

20

20

Fig.3.10. Theoretical results
Hence the loading point and pre-assigned area was moved to the left in order to give
space to form the curved part. In the following one can see the performed examples
according.

3.7.2.3. Loading Point Moved to the Left
The first attempt (Fig. 3.11) was to move the loading point to the left. The structure was
forced with a rectangle pre-assigned design area (nynd =
3, nxnd = 3).
The mesh was very fine here and the running time took
about 20 hours! The number of elements was 21600 and
program performed 1425 iterations.
The obtained solution is very close to the theoretical
solution. The number of bars is bigger in the upper part
than the bottom. This is in excellent agreement with the
theory. In addition, the part near to the loading point is
curved and exceeds the X-coordinate of the loading
point, which is in harmony with the theory.

Fig.3.11. Optimal Topology
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To go further, one can notice that the upper bar is not homogeneous and it has a lower
thickness with 3 ground elements, also it is thicker at the base point, where all the bars
are born.
The whole structure is very thick, but this may come from the value of the volume
fraction, because of the maximum compliance that I fixed it to 100 000. In order to have
a thinner structure, compliance was increased. Indeed, the relation u T Ku − C ≤ 0
shows that if the compliance is bigger, the displacement is allowed to be larger too,
therefore the structure is less rigid and it becomes thinner. In the other hand, if the
compliance is too big, the upper bars will disappear and the solution will not be
physically correct.
The following results (Figs. 3.12.) were obtained for different pre-assigned with different
compliances:

Pre-assigned el. = 0
Compliance = 110 000
Penalty = 3

Pre-assigned el. = 0
Compliance = 150 000
Penalty = 3

Pre-assigned el. = 1
Compliance = 100 000
Penalty = 3

Pre-assigned el. = 1
Compliance = 150 000
Penalty = 3

Fig.3.12. Optimal topologies

As predicted, a bigger compliance value gives a thinner structure.
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3.7.2.4. Optimal Pre-assign and Compliance Values
In order to be even closer to the theoretical schema, the following examples were
investigated:

X

X=20
84x112, grouped by 2x2
sub-elements
Pre-assigned el. = 0
Increment = 1 to 2
Step = 0.1
Penalty = 2

28

21

Fig.3.13 Problem definition and optimal topologies

These attempts aimed to find the appropriate compliance value. Indeed, the initial
compliance (26000) was too small and the structure got too thick. It seems that 32000
would be a good compliance value to continue testing the pre-assigned design area.

Pre-assigned el. = 0
Compliance = 26000
Increment = 1 to 2
Step = 0.1
Penalty = 2

Force position: X=18

Pre-assigned el. = 0
Compliance = 27000
Increment =1 to 2.5
Step = 0.1
Penalty = 3

Pre-assigned el. = 0
Compliance = 32000
Increment = 1 to 2.5
Step = 0.25
Penalty = 2.5

Fig.3.14. Optimal topologies
126x168 elements, grouped by 2*2 sub-elements
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In the following, different examples with different pre-assigned elements and
compliance were investigated. The meshing defined as 63*84 ground elements and it is
divided into 2*2 sub elements.

Pre-assigned el. = 12
Compliance = 32 000

Pre-assigned el. = 9
Compliance = 32 000

Pre-assigned el. = 9
Compliance = 40 000

Pre-assigned el. = 9
Compliance = 52 000

Fig.3.15. Optimal topologies

Above examples (Fig. 3.15.) shown that the pre-assigned design area was very thick (12
or 9 ground elements, which mean respectively 20% and 15% of the length). Hence a
bending moment appeared in the upper „beam” and some thin bars were introduced to
compensate it, giving an intermediate support which avoids any displacement at that
point.
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In the next group of examples (Fig. 3.16.) thinner pre-assigned elements defined on the
top, which will decrease large bending moment on the top face and gives better solution
to the structure. The upper thin bar, forces the structure to behave as a truss. In these
examples pre-assign area is 6 and compliance increase from 32.000 to 100.000.

Pre-assigned el. = 6
Compliance = 32 000

Pre-assigned el. = 6
Compliance = 42 000

Pre-assigned el. = 6
Compliance 60 000

Fig. 3.16. Optimal
topologies.

Pre-assigned el. = 6
Compliance = 70 000

Pre-assigned el. = 6
Compliance = 100 000

The above examples show very well that the increase of the compliance will cause
decrease of the volume fraction.
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3.8. Conclusions
A very efficient iterative algorithm was presented for topology design of continuum
type structures with variable support „cost” and having a compliance constraint. The
applied meshing provides a good technique to avoid the checkerboard pattern. By the
use of the smooth penalization increment the obtained numerical solutions are in good
agreement with the expectations. Conceptually this topology design is simple, since the
algorithm does not require intensive computer storage. The number of the design
variables (thousands) significantly exceeds the maximum number of variables what can
be used in any kind of mathematical programming algorithm. The main disadvantage is
that the buckling and other constraints are not taken into consideration during the
optimization procedure but the obtained numerical topologies are good starting points
for further optimal design. The support optimization technique is suitable to demonstrate
the effects of strengthening of structures.

Theses I. [11]
I.a. I have extended the basic topology optimization model and algorithm to consider
external and internal supports. The numeric study results shown that the
elaborated algorithm was sensitive between 0 to 10000 cost range to model the full
scale for external/internal reinforcement.
I.b. The elaborated topology model and algorithm gives the possibility to confirm the
Prager-Rozvany layout theory in case of pre-assign (pre-existing) members.
I.c. The numeric studies confirm that the elaborated methods are suitable to prove the
numerically obtained optimal topologies. The results are very similar or same as
the analytically assumed ones.
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CH AP T E R

FOUR

S t o c h a s t ic C o m p lia n c e C o n s t r a in e d T o p o lo g y
O p t im iz a t io n B a s e d O n O p t im a lit y C r it e r ia M e t h o d

In this chapter I will introduce a new type of topology design using iterative procedure
based on probability, and compare the obtained results with optimal topologies
calculated on deterministic way.
My work in this chapter divided into three parts:
•

First part deals briefly with the deterministic topology optimization,

•

Second part presents the probabilistic based design and

•

Third part compares the topologies obtained by the use of stochastic and
deterministic approach. Introducing the deterministic problem with an iterative
technique (SIMP) and the connected numerical examples will be discussed briefly.

The object of the design (ground structure) is a rectangular disk with given loading and
support conditions. The material is linearly elastic. The design variables are the
thicknesses of the finite elements. To obtain the correct optimal topology some filtering
method (the ground elements are subdivided into further elements) has to be applied to
avoid the so-called “checker-board pattern” (Gáspár, Lógó, Rozvany (2002)). The
optimization problem is to minimize the penalized weight of the structure subjected to a
given compliance and side constraints.
In the proposed probabilistic topology optimization method: the minimum penalized
weight design of the structure is subjected to compliance constraint which has
uncertainties and side constraints. The compliance design is very often applied in the
field of topology optimization due to its simple formulations but there are a significant
number of researchers who state that the method is not acceptable in practice due to
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the uncertainties of the compliance. This study makes an attempt to get closer to the
reality in case of compliance design. If the compliance value is given by the distribution
function, the mean value and variance, than the deterministic topology problem can be
modified and the compliance constraint is substituted by a probability constraint. This
probabilistic expression can be used as a constraint in the original problem. By the use
of the first order optimality criteria a redesign formula of the stochastically constrained
topology optimization problem can be derived.
The new classes of optimal topologies with their analytical and numerical confirmation
are presented. The standard FEM computer program with disk elements is applied in
the numerical calculation. Through the numerical examples the paper compares the
deterministic optimal topologies and optimal topologies obtained in case of uncertain
situations.

4.1. Introduction
As I mentioned before, topology optimization is very popular topics in the expanding
field of optimal design, but the majority of the publication in this field deals with
deterministic problems or reliability analysis. The reason of introduction stochastic
programming theory, more generally, probabilistic notation is to attempt to consider in a
more rational way the fact that the precise strength of a structure is not known, among
the constraints there are probabilistic inequalities and perhaps even more importantly,
that the loadings applied to the structure are not known with any degree of precision.
There is an extensive and expanding literature in this area. Marti made significant
achievements in this expanding field (Marti (1990), Marti (2002), Marti (2003), Marti
(2005)). His PhD student, Stöckl gives a very wide study on stochastic optimization by
mathematical programming (Stöckl (2003)). Melchers used significant simplification in
his optimality criteria based reliability design Melchers (2001). Recently Kharmanda et
al. (2004) have integrated the reliability analysis into a deterministic topology
optimization problem by the introduction of the reliability constraint into the standard
SIMP procedure, but this one is fundamentally different than the presented method
here.
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4.2. Optimization Problem
4.2.1. Stochastic Problem Determination
The deterministic compliance design procedure is known from the previous chapter
expressed by eqs. 3.5.a-d. Let’s suppose that an upper and lower bounds are
introduced for the compliance value (eq. 3.5.b) and these lower and upper compliance
bounds are random variables and they follow normal distribution. They are given by
their distribution functions Φ ( C1 ) , Φ ( C2 ) , mean values and variances ( Cmin , σ min , Cmax ,
σ max ), respectively. The compliance constraint (eq.3.5.b) has the modified form
P(C1 ≤ u T Κu ≤ C2 ) ≥ q;

(4.1)

where q ≥ 0 is the expected minimum probability value. Interchanging eq. 4.1 and eq.
3.5.b one can obtain the following optimal design formulation:
G

1

Wɶ = ∑ γ g Ag t gp = min!
g =1

subject to

 q − P(C1 ≤ u T Κu ≤ C2 ) ≤ 0;

 −t g + tmin ≤ 0; ( for g = 1,..., G ) ,

t g − tmax ≤ 0; ( for g = 1,..., G ) .

(4.2.a)

(4.2.b-d)

Let us supposed that C1 and C2 are independent random variables, so eq.(4.2.b) can
be written as
P ( C1 ≤ u T Κu ) P ( u T Κu ≤ C2 ) ≥ q .

(4.3)

Then the minimum penalized weight problem subjected to probabilistic constraint is
defined as follows:
G

1

Wɶ = ∑ γ g Ag t gp = min!

(4.4.a)

g =1

subject to

 q − P ( C1 ≤ u T Κu ) P ( u T Κu ≤ C2 ) ≤ 0;

 −t g + tmin ≤ 0; ( for g = 1,..., G ) ,

t g − tmax ≤ 0; ( for g = 1,..., G ) .

(4.4.b-d)
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To simplify the probabilistic constraint (4.4.b) the following standardized forms can be
introduced for the random variables:

 C − Cmin
 
C − Cmax 
≤ xP y ≤ 2
q − P 1
 ≤ 0;
σ max 
 σ min
 

(4.5)

where
u T Κu − Cmin
x=
σ min

u T Κu − Cmax
.
y=
σ max

and

The density functions and the distribution functions are the following:

densx =

x

∫

distrx =

−∞

e

e

−

x2
2

2π
−

densy =

,

z2
2

e

distry = ∫

dz ,

y2
2

2π
∞

2π

−

y

e

−

,

z2
2

2π

dz .

By the use of the standardized forms of the random variables constraint (4.4.b) can be
written as follows:
x

q−

∫

−∞

e

−

z2
2

2π

∞

dz * ∫

e

−

z2
2

2π

y

dz ≤ 0.

(4.6)

The final form of minimum penalized weight problem subjected to probabilistic
constraint is defined as follow:
G

1

Wɶ = ∑ γ g Ag t gp = min!

(4.7.a)

g =1

z
z

−
−
∞
x
e 2
e 2

 q − ∫ 2π dz * ∫ 2π dz ≤ 0;
y
 −∞

 −t g + tmin ≤ 0; ( for g = 1,..., G ) ,

t g − tmax ≤ 0; ( for g = 1,..., G ) .


2

subject to

2

(4.7.b-d)
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4.2.2. Lagrange Function
Using the Lagrange multipliers υ , α g , β g and slack variables h1 , h2 g , h3g for the
constraints in problem (4.7), the following Lagrange function can be written:
z
z


−
−
∞
x
e 2
e 2

2
£ ( t g ,υ , α g , β g , h1 , h2 g , h3 g ) = ∑ γ g A t + υ  q − ∫
dz * ∫
dz + h1  +
2π
2π
g =1
−∞
y




2

G

2

1
p
g g

G

G

g =1

g =1

(4.8)

+∑ α g ( −t g + tmin + h22g ) + ∑ β g ( t g − tmax + h32g ).

4.2.3. Kuhn-Tucker Conditions
Neglecting the details, one can obtain:
1- p

 denx ∗ disty densy ∗ distrx 
∂£ 1
= γ g Ag t g p + υ 
+
⋅
2
2
σ
σ
∂t g p
min
max


 ∂u T
∂K
∂u 
⋅
Κu + u T
u + uTK
 − α g + βg = 0
 ∂t
∂t g
∂t g 
 g

;

( g = 1,..., G ).

(4.9.a)

Due to the symmetry of the stiffness matrix K and other simplification eq. (4.9.a) can be
replaced by the following relation
1- p
 denx ∗ disty densy ∗ distrx  Es T ∂K ge
∂£ 1
p
= γ g Ag t g − υ 
+
u ge − α g + β g = 0 ;
 ∑ u ge
2
2
∂t g p
∂t g
σ min
σ max

 e =1

( g = 1,..., G ) ,

(4.9.b)

where the subscript ge refers to the eth finite element of the gth ground element.

ɶ (e.g. calculated for a unit thickness
If the “normalized” element stiffness matrix is K
ge
( t g = 1 )), than due to the linear relation the element stiffness matrix K ge for the actual
∂K ge ɶ
ɶ
thickness t g is expressed as K ge = t g K
= K ge . Introducing the following
ge and
∂t g
Eg

~

notation R g = t g2 ∑ uTge K ge u ge the eq. (4.9.b) becomes very simple:
e =1
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1-p
p
g g

1
γgA t
p

 denx ∗ disty densy ∗ distrx 
Rg 
+

2
2
σ min
σ max


−υ
− αg + βg = 0 ;
t g2

( g = 1,..., G ).

(4.9.c)

Continuing the further derivations:
−

z2
2

∞

−

z2
2

∂£
e
e
∂£
=q− ∫
dz * ∫
dz + h12 = 0 and
= 2υ h1 = 0 ;
∂υ
∂h1
2π
2π
−∞
y
x

(4.10.a-b)

∂£
= −t g + tmin + h22g = 0
∂α g

and

∂£
= 2α g h2 g = 0 ;
∂h2 g

(4.11.b-c)

∂£
= t g − tmax + h32g = 0
∂β g

and

∂£
= 2 β g h3 g = 0 ;
∂h3 g

(4.12.b-c)

Omitting the details from eqs. (4.9.c), (4.10.a-b), (4.11.a-b) and (4.12.a-b) the values of
the Lagrange multipliers, slack variables and the thickness values t g can be calculated
iteratively.
As it is in COC type methods, before the calculation of the Lagrange multiplier ν, one
needs to define two sets of the thicknesses: a set of active and a set of passive
thicknesses.
There exist three possibilities:
If tmin < t g < tmax (or by other words, the ground element is “active”, g ∈ A ) then

α g = β g = 0 and by (4.9.c) the following formula can be obtained
p


 denx ∗ disty densy ∗ distrx   p +1
+
 υ pRg 

2
2
σ min
σ max



 .
tg =


Ag γ g





(4.13)

In case of t g = tmin , α g ≥ 0 , h2 g = 0 and (4.9.c) becomes


 υ pRg
tg ≥ 




p

1  denx ∗ disty densy ∗ distrx   p +1
+


2
2
σ min
σ max
2π 
 .

Ag γ g



(4.14)
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This means that if (4.13) gives a t g -value which is smaller than tmin then (4.9.c) is
satisfied by t g = tmin . Similarly, in case of t g = tmax , β g ≥ 0 , h3 g = 0 and then (4.9.c) implies


 denx ∗ disty densy ∗ distrx  
+
 υ pRg 

2
2
σ min
σ max




tg ≤


Ag γ g





p
p +1

.

(4.15)

This allows t g = tmax when (4.13) gives a t g -value which is greater than tmax . If t g = tmin or
t g = tmax we call the ground element “passive” ( g ∈ P ).

4.2.4. Optimality Criteria and the Final Iterative Formulas
If a ground element is “active”,( g ∈ A ) then eq. (4.9.b) can be written as follows:
 denx ∗ disty densy ∗ distrx  Es T ∂K ge
+
u ge

 ∑ u ge
2
2
σ min
σ max
∂t g
e =1


1−υ
= 0 ; ( g = 1,..., G ) ,
1- p
1
p
γ g Ag t g
p

(4.16.a)

By words it means that in case of optimal solution the stochastically modified average
strain energy variation of all active elements are same and constant. This equation
-eq. (4.16.a)- can be called as optimality criteria of the stochastic compliance design.
According the simplification in eq. (4.9.c) the eq. (4.16.a) is equivalent with the following
equation:
 denx ∗ disty densy ∗ distrx 
Rg 
+

2
2
σ min
σ max

 = 0;
1−υ
1+ p
1
γ g Ag t g p
p

( g = 1,..., G ) ,

(4.16.b)

The value of the Lagrange multiplier ν during the iteration process may be found from
eq. (4.16.b) by minimizing the sum of the squares of the residuals at iteration n:
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2


 denx ∗ disty densy ∗ distrx  
Rg 
+


2
2
G
σ min
σ max



 .
Resn = ∑ 1 − υ
1+ p


1
g =1


γ g Ag t g p
p



(4.17)

Since the thickness value for passive elements ( g ∈ P ) is given the “effect” of the zero
thickness elements can be handled in eq. 4.17 and for active elements ( g ∈ A ), it can
be calculated by the use of 4.17, than at iterate (n) the Lagrange multiplier υ can be
formed as follow

υn =


 denx ∗ disty densy ∗ distrx  
R
+



g
,
n
−
1
2
2
G
σ min
σ max



∑
1+ p


1
g =1
γ g Ag t g ,pn −1


p



 denx ∗ disty densy ∗ distrx  
R
+



−
g
n
,
1
2
2
G
σ
σ max
min



∑
1+ p


1
g =1
p
γ
A
t


g g g , n −1
p


Eg

where R g ,n −1 = t

2
g , n −1

∑u

T
ge

2

,

(4.18)

~

K ge u ge was calculated by the results of the (n-1)-th iterate.

e =1

If the probabilistic compliance constraint is active in problem (4.4.a-d) (e.g. satisfies the
equality sign) the following form holds

x

∫

−∞

e

−

z2
2

2π

y

dz ∫

−∞

e

−

z2
2

2π

dz - q =0

(4.19)

where x and y are given by 4.5. This equation can be used as a termination condition.
The optimal solution can be obtained by evaluating iteratively the thickness values t g
and the Lagrange-multiplier from 4.14 and 4.18.
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4.2.5. Stochastic SIMP Algorithm
The Applied stochastic SIMP Algorithm can be defined as follow:
1. Specify the Max and Min value of t g , ( t g max = 1 , t g min = 10−6 ).
2. Specify the Cmin , σ min , Cmax , σ max values.
3. Specify a maximum of C (compliance), of say C = Cmax + 4 * σ max .
4. Specify design domain, including supports and loading.
5. Set the penalty value, p=1, later this value will be incremented to p = 1.25, 2, etc.
6. Carry out FEM.
7. Extract displacement field for entire structure uT .
8. Calculate elemental compliance Ce and Rg with displacement vector based on
current element solution set t g , but using the stiffness matrix for the elements as if it
had t g =1.

ɶ 
Ce = {u e } K
e
T

{ue }

9. Calculate the densities (denx, deny), and probabilities values (distrx, distry).
10. Calculate step length multiplier υnew :

υnew =


 denx ∗ disty densy ∗ distrx  
R
+



g
,
old
2
2
G
σ min
σ max



∑
1+ p


1
g =1
γ g Ag t g ,pold


p



 denx ∗ disty densy ∗ distrx  
R
+



,
g
old
2
2
G
σ
σ max
min



∑
1+ p


1
g =1
γ g Ag t g ,pold


p



2

.

11. Calculate new element solution set:
p

t g ,new



 denx ∗ disty densy ∗ distrx    p +1
+
 υnew p  Rg ,old 
 
2
2
σ
σ
min
max




 .
=

Ag γ g







where υ is the step length multiplier calculated in step 11.
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12. Determine the set of active and passive elements by the following element limit set:
t g ,new = tmin if t g ,new ≤ tmin = 10−6 ;
t g ,new = tmax if t g ,new ≥ tmax = 1;

e∈P ,
e∈P ,

t g ,new = t g ,new if tmin ≤ t g ≤ tmax ; e ∈ A .
x

13. Calculate the probability value Pnew =

∫

−∞

e

−

z2
2

2π

∞

dz ∫
y

e

−

z2
2

2π

dz .

14. If the probability value is Pnew 〈 q and the active set has changed in the previous
iteration, go to step 8, else if active set has not changed and the probability value is
still Pnew 〈 q from pervious iteration, increase the penalty parameter p = p + increment
(step size is controlled) and go to step 6.
15. If the probability value is Pnew 〈 q

and all the elements are passive increase the

penalty limit and go to step 6 with p = p + increment, else if the probability value is
Pnew = q and active set has not changed then stop.

Then we get the optimal solution of problem 4.7.

In topology optimization the checker board pattern is frequently happen. To avoid it as
an optimal solution a simple procedure was used which was suggested by Gáspár,
Lógó, Rozvany (2002). The key point is that all the ground elements (a primary meshing
provides the so-called ground elements) should sub-divide into further finite elements
(secondary elements). For the subdivision it is enough to use 2 by 2 elements. Further
number of sub-elements cannot improve significantly the final result.
To speeding the iterative process it is common the use bi-level algorithm (Lógó,
Kaliszky, Ghaemi (2006)) which means it is advised to use the deterministic SIMP
algorithm (Lógó (2005)) until the calculated probability value reach a certain value (say
50% of q).
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4.3. Numerical Examples
A very often investigated test structure is a rectangular domain (Fig. 4.1.) with two
simple supports and a point load. The height/length ratio is 0.5 and the supports are
located at the bottom of the left and right edges, respectively. The load ( F1 ) is constant
(100 units) and located at middle of the bottom line. The rectangular ground structure is
dimensionless (40x20 units). 80x40 ground elements with 2x2 sub-elements are used
(total number of finite elements is 12800.) The Poisson’s ratio is 0.

20
F1=100

20

20

Fig.4.1. Rectangular Design Domain

The exact analytical solution can be seen on Fig. 4.2. which was proved by Rozvany
(1997) and the original topology comes from Hemp’s work (Hemp (1973)).

Fig.4.2. Analytical Solution
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In the following two cases are investigated, where at first the deterministic problem is
presented while secondly the stochastic optimal topology is calculated.

Fig.4.3. Deterministic Optimal Topology

4.3.1. Deterministic Topology Optimization
The penalty parameter p was run from p= 1 to p=1.5 with smooth increasing (increment
is 0.1) and later to p =2.5 with increment=0.25. The compliance limit is 180000. The
numerically obtained optimal topologies can be seen on Figure 4.3 which is in a good
agreement with the analytical solution.

4.3.2. Stochastic Topology Optimization
In case of stochastic topology optimization there are several data to describe the
evolution of the compliance limits

( C1 , C2 )

which are random variables. The mean

values and the variances are:
Cmin = 166000 , σ1 = 3000 , Cmax = 176000 , σ 2 = 2000 .

The evolution of the normalized density functions can be seen on Fig. 4.4. The required
probability value is q=0.954 in eq. 4.7.
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Fig.4.4. Distribution Functions

Applying the iterative procedure presented in chapter 4.2.5 the optimal topology can be
computed. It was 897 major iteration steps to obtain the solution shown on Fig. 4.5. One
can see that the character of figure of the stochastic optimal topology is in good
agreement with the deterministic optimal topology. The difference comes that the black
and white solution (1-0) of the deterministic topology becomes blue as it is usually
happened in case of stochastic optimization. To stabilize the introduced iterative
algorithm the first part of the calculation is based on the deterministic algorithm until the
calculated probability is different from zero (to start with a feasible solution).

Fig.4.5. Stochastic Optimal Topology
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4.4. Conclusions
The stochastic optimization problem was successfully solved. The introduced algorithm
provides an iterative tool which allows using thousands of design variables what is
impossible by the use of conventional optimization program. By the use of secondary
meshing of ground elements the amount of the checker-board pattern was neglected on
acceptable level.
The present stage of the research work shows that due to iterative formulation of
thicknesses of the ground elements obtained in the stochastic problem it is advised to
start the computation with the deterministic SIMP algorithm and when the calculated
probability of the solution is not zero needs to turn to the stochastic algorithm. The data
of the random variables in the problem can create such cases where the problem is
non-convex. The “so-called grey” solution means that the probabilistic optimal topology
is naturally lighter than the corresponding deterministic optimal topology, but the optimal
shape of the structure practically the same. Some other advantage is that the designer
can take into consideration some initial design uncertainties with the probabilistically
given compliance limit.

Theses II. [34]
II.a. I have elaborated the model and algorithm to perform topology optimization
calculation with probabilistically given compliance bounds.
II.b. The numeric studies confirm that the elaborated methods effective when the
numerical procedure starts with deterministic algorithm and later on continue with
stochastic algorithm.
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CH AP T E R

F IV E

O p t im a l T o p o l o g i e s
in c a s e o f C o r r e la t e d L o a d in g
This section is based on the improved and extended version of the conference
presentations at WCSMO-7 in Seoul (Lógó (2007b)), WCCM-8 in Venezia (Lógó et al.
(2008)) and journal paper (Lógó, Ghaemi and M. Rad. (2009) where correlated loading
uncertainties were considered for the calculation of the optimal topologies. The research
presents a probabilistic optimal topology design method where the characteristics
(magnitude, line of action or/and point of application) of the loading can be given
randomly and have linear relationship. The elaborated topology optimization technique
is based on an iterative procedure and extends the earlier presented design
formulations (Lógó (2007a) of uncorrelated loading case to correlated loads. For the
sake of simplicity the magnitudes of the loads are considered random. In the proposed
probabilistic topology optimization method the minimum penalized weight design of the
structure is subjected to compliance and side constraints, respectively. The calculation
of compliance value is based on the assumption that the magnitude of the loads has
uncertainties so that their joint normal distribution function, mean values and
covariances are known. If the probability of this compliance value is given as a minimum
probability value by the use of recommendation of Prekopa (1995) this probabilistic
expression can be substituted by an equivalent deterministic one and can be used as a
deterministic constraint in the original problem. The object of the design (ground
structure) is a rectangular disk in plane stress with given boundary conditions. The
material is linearly elastic. The design variables are the thicknesses of the finite
elements. To obtain the correct optimal topology a filtering method (the ground
elements are subdivided into further elements) is applied to avoid the so-called
"checker-board pattern" (Rozvany (1997), Lógó (2005)). By the use of the first order
optimality conditions a redesign formula of the stochastically constrained topology
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optimization problem is derived which is an improved version of the previously
presented iterative expressions (Lógó (2007a)). The new class of optimal topologies
with their numerical confirmation is presented. The standard FEM computer program
with disk elements is applied in the numerical calculation. In the numerical examples the
paper investigates optimal topologies obtained in case of uncertain situations. The
effects of the correlation of the loads and the given minimum probabilities are
particularly investigated.

5.1. Introduction
The reliability-based design and optimization has a long history published in very
important papers and books. Some international meetings and courses provide an
appropriate tool that one can be informed about the state of art of theoretical and
practical problems in the field of reliability engineering like: reliability-based design,
reliability-based optimization response surface methodology, stochastic load modelling
and stochastic computational mechanics (Lógó (2007a, b), Marti (2005) and Jendo et
al.(2003)).
Computational methods taking into account random parameter variations in optimal
topology design has been published for the class of elasto-plastic mechanical structures
already in several publications. Marti and Stöckl (1999, 2000, 2004) used the stochastic
linear programming (Kall (1976)) as numerical tool for the solution procedure of different
types of stochastic problems in mechanics.
In the special issue of the Journal GAMM-Mitteilungen (Vol.30., No.2, 2007) there are
several papers which present a very important aspect handling random parameters,
probabilistic effects and computational problems in several fields of structural
engineering. An excellent theoretical description is given by Marti (2007a, 2007b, 2008)
where one can read the mathematical background of different kind of reliability and
probability based design and analysis problems. Kaymaz (2007), Kaymaz and Marti
(2007) give an overview about the approximation methods for reliability-based design
problems with numerical examples. Grauer and Eschenauer (2007) provide an
appropriate technique in case of large-scale of MDO problems. Vietor and Van den
Akker (2007) give an overview about their numerical experiences (including industrial
applications) in the field of probabilistic analysis and design.
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The importance of the probabilistic design applications also can be recognised in the
last special issue on stochastic optimization of the Structural and Multidisciplinary
Optimization (Vol.35, No.3., 2008) edited by T. Vietor and K. Marti where a wide range
of problems is discussed. Truss optimization is investigated by the use of a
computational method based on the interplay of convex optimization and randomization
(Calafiore and Dabbene (2008)). Henriques et. al (2008) describe an efficient method
which are can be exact for the problems with linear design functions and Gaussiandistributed random variables and the results are also acceptable in case of non-linear
design functions approximated by a linear combination of the basic random variables.
Schumacher and Olschinka (2008) elaborated a robust analysis and design method for
structures with highly nonlinear behaviour.
Also a special issue of the Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering
was published at the end of 2008. Here a topology optimization method with
probabilistic conditions was discussed by Guest and Igusa (2008). Their method is
based on the assumption that the loading uncertainties are taken into consideration as
“safety factors” of the deterministic load cases in the load combination. A stochastic
compliance constrained topology optimization method was elaborated by Lógó et al.
(2007). Here the upper and lower stochastic bounds of the compliance are used in the
optimality criteria based algorithm.

5.2. Approximation of a probabilistic expression
From the literature the following theory is known (Prekopa (1995), Lógó (2007a)). If

ξ1 , ξ 2 ,..., ξ n have a joint normal distribution, then the set of x ∈ ℜn vectors satisfying
P( x1ξ1 + x2ξ 2 + ... + xnξ n ≤ 0 ) ≥ q

;

(5.1)

is the same as those satisfying
n

∑ x µ +Φ ( q )
-1

i

i

xT K ov x ≤ 0

i=1

(5.2)

where µi = E (ξi ) , (i = 1, 2,..., n) is the mean value of the randomly given element ξi , Kov
T
is the covariance matrix of the random vector ξ = (ξ1 , ξ 2 ,..., ξ n ) , q is a fixed probability

and 0 〈 q 〈 1 ,

Φ -1 ( q ) is the inverse cumulative distribution function (so called probit

function) of the normal distribution. Expression (5.2) is convex, the proof can be found in
Prekopa (1995). In the following the above theory is applied.
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5.3. Stochastic problem determination
5.3.1. Compliance design
The deterministic compliance design procedure of a linearly elastic 2D structure (disk) is
known from literature (e.g. (Rozvany (1997), Lógó (2005)). This topology optimization
problem is given as follow:
G

1
p
g g

W = ∑ γ g A t = min!

(5.3.a)

g =1

subject to:

u T F − C ≤ 0;

 −t g + tmin ≤ 0;

t g − tmax ≤ 0;

( for g = 1,..., G ) ,
( for g = 1,..., G ) .

(5.3.b-d)

Here the ground element thicknesses tg are the design variables with lower bound tmin
and upper bound tmax, respectively. By the use of the FEM discretization, each ground
element (g= 1,…,G) contains several sub-elements (e=1,…, Es), whose stiffness
coefficients are linear homogeneous functions of the ground element thickness tg.
Furthermore γg is the specific weight and Ag the area of the ground element g. uT is the
nodal displacement vector associated with the loading F, u can be calculated from
Ku=F, where K is the system stiffness matrix. p is the penalty parameter (p ≥ 1) and the

given compliance value is denoted by C. The above constrained mathematical
programming problem can be solved by the use of SIMP algorithm (Lógó (2005)).

5.3.1.1. Probabilistic compliance design
Suppose that the loads are given by n point loads and the loading FT= [f1, f2,…, fn] has
uncertainties such that the magnitudes or the points of applications of the elements of
FT are random and they follow joint normal distribution. The mean values of the

elements of FT and the elements of the covariance matrix Kov are denoted by

f i = E ( f i ) ; ( i = 1,..., n ) and κi,j; (i=1,…,n; j=1,…,n;), respectively. The nodal displacement
vector u T = [u1 , u2 ,..., un ] associated with the loading FT = ( f1 , f 2 ,..., f n ) is calculated from
Ku = F . According to the principle of the virtual forces the displacement ui can be

determined by the use of a unit virtual force acting at the location and direction of f i .
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The applied formulation is ui = uT Kuɶ i where the displacement uɶ i is associated to this
unit virtual force.
As it is known, the compliance value can be calculated as follows:
uT F = u1 f1 + u2 f 2 + ... + un f n ,

(5.4.a)

where the displacements ( ui , i = 1,..., n ) are obtained from Ku = F linear system and
denote the displacements under the force f i , ( i = 1,..., n ) in the direction of this load.
By the use of appropriate approximations and simplifications (Lógó (2007a)) a possible
“first order” stochastic compliance value can be obtained as below:
uT F ~ 2uT F − uT F,

(5.4.b)

where the first part contains the stochastic expression and the second one is calculated
by the use of the mean values. This linearized form is used as stochastically calculated
compliance value in the following. Due to the fact that the compliance value has effect
for the volume fraction of the optimal topology (Rozvany (1997), Lógó (2005)) this
linearization is appropriate to investigate the loading uncertainties. If eq. (5.3.b) is
probabilistically constrained and the stochastic compliance calculation is used, the new
constraint can be expressed as follows:

((

)

)

P 2 ( u1 f1 + u2 f 2 + ... + un f n ) − ( u1 f1 + u2 f 2 + ... + un f n ) − C ≤ 0 ≥ q,

(5.4.c)

where 0 〈 q 〈1 is the given minimum probability value. By the use of eq. (5.4.c) one can
obtain the following optimal design formulation:
G

1
p
g g

W = ∑ γ g A t = min!

(5.5.a)

g =1

((

subject to

)

)

 P 2 ( u f + u f + ... + u f ) − ( u f + u f + ... + u f ) − C ≤ 0 ≥ q,
1 1
2 2
n n
1 1
2 2
n n


 −t g + tmin ≤ 0; ( for g = 1,..., G ) ,

t g − tmax ≤ 0; ( for g = 1,..., G ) .


(5.5.b-d)
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Introducing a slack random variable f n +1 with mean value E ( f n +1 ) = 1 and the values

κ n +1,i = 0 , κ i ,n +1 = 0 ; ( i = 1,..., n + 1 ) of the “extended” covariance matrix, the constraint
(5.5.b) can be written in a compact form:
n +1

n

i =1

i =1

P(2∑ xi f i − ∑ ui f i ≤ 0 ) ≥ q,

(5.6.a)

where xi = ui ; ( i = 1,..., n ) and xn +1 = −C / 2 . By the use of the theorem Prekopa (1995)
the eq. (5.6.a) equivalent with the following formulation:
n+1

n

i=1

i =1

2∑ xi f i − ∑ ui f i +2Φ -1 ( q ) xT K ov x ≤ 0.

(5.6.b)

-1
Here Φ ( q ) is the inverse cumulative distribution function (so called probit function) of

the normal distribution, Kov is the “extended” covariance matrix and the underlined part
in eq. (5.6.b) is equivalent with the following equation:
n+1

n

i=1

i =1

2∑ xi f i − ∑ ui f i = uT Ku − C .

(5.7)

Here the displacement vector u is associated to the mean values ( f i = E ( f i ) ) of the
loading. The final form of the stochastic constraint (5.5.b) is:

uT Ku − C +2Φ -1 ( q ) xT K ov x ≤ 0 .

(5.8)

Then the penalized minimum weight problem subjected to probabilistic compliance
constraint has the form:
G

1
p
g g

W = ∑ γ g A t = min!

(5.9.a)

g =1

subject to

uT Ku − C +2Φ -1 ( q ) xT K x ≤ 0;
ov

 −t g + tmin ≤ 0; ( for g = 1,..., G ) ,

t g − tmax ≤ 0; ( for g = 1,..., G ) .

(5.9.b-d)

Similarly to problem (5.3) the ground element thicknesses tg are the design variables
here with lower bound tmin and upper bound tmax, respectively. As it happened earlier,
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each ground element (g= 1,…,G) contains several sub-elements (e=1,…,Es), whose
stiffness coefficients are linear functions of the ground element thickness tg.
It can be proved that a similar formulation can be obtained if the points of application of
the loads have uncertainties. Since the mathematical nature of problem (5.9) is similar
to problem (5.3) all the mathematical statements concerning convexity and
differentiability are valid, too (Rozvany (1997), Lógó (2005, 2007a)). The penalization of
the ground element thicknesses

tg

results in a more distinct material distribution

indicating material or no material. Due to this penalization the optimization problem is
non-unique in some sense, but the method is widely applied in engineering optimization.
In the following the traditional optimality criteria method (SIMP) of problem (5.9) and the
connected iterative algorithm are discussed.

5.3.1.2. Optimality type iterative formulation
To solve the mathematical programming problem (5.9) the most robust solution
technique is to create an iterative formulation based on the Kuhn-Tucker conditions of
the Lagrange- dual problem of eq. (5.9). The general steps of this type of derivation of
the iterative formulation can be found in Lógó (2007a) where the uncorrelated loading
case is discussed. Neglecting the details (due to the similarity), one can obtain the
following redesign formulation as it is in COC-type methods. If tmin < t g < tmax (or in other
words, the ground element is “active”, g ∈ A ) then the following formula can be
obtained
p

 υ p ( Rg + Bg )  p +1
 .
tg = 


Ag γ g


Eg

Here Rg = t

2
g

(5.10)

~

∑ uTge K geu ge , where the “normalized” element stiffness matrix is Kɶ ge
e =1

calculated for a unit thickness ( t g = 1 ), ge refers to the e-th finite element of the g-th
ground element and
Es
T
 2 Es T ɶ
2
ɶ uɶ 
ɶ
κ
u
u
K
u
+
u
κ
 ij j ∑ ge ge gei i ij ∑ u ge K
∑∑
ge gej
i =1 j =1 
e =1
e =1
.
2
-1
Bg = t g ⋅ Φ ( q )
T
x K ov x
n

n
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The Lagrange multiplier υ can be formulated similarly to the deterministic solution
procedure. Since the thickness value for passive elements ( g ∈ P ) is given and for
active elements ( g ∈ A ) can be calculated by the use of (5.10), the calculated value of
the Lagrange-multiplier ν belonging to the active elements can be given as follows:
p


p +1


Ag γ g



 Rg
∑


 p ( Rg + Bg ) 
g ∈A




υ =

R
g
-1
T
 C − 2Φ ( q ) x K ov x − ∑

g∈P t g 






p +1
p

,

(for A ≠ 0).

(5.11)

The optimal solution can be obtained by evaluating iteratively the thickness values t g
and the Lagrange-multiplier υ from (5.10) and (5.11).

5.4. Numerical examples
In this section three types of design problems are considered. The first two ones are
dealing with a rectangular design domain with two hinge supports located at left and
right sides of the bottom and mid-line of the design domain. The third one is a cantilever
subjected to two concentrated randomly given loads. The numeric study based on the
investigation of the effects of the loading uncertainties (variable covariance values) and
the minimum probability values, respectively.

5.4.1. Rectangular design domain with two simple supports and two
point loads located at the bottom.
The optimization problem is a
simple structure given by a
rectangular domain (Fig. 5.1.)
with two simple supports and
two point loads. The double
arrows of the loads represent
their probabilistic behaviour in
Fig.1. The height/length ratio is

Fig.5.1. Design domain

0.35 and the supports are
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located at the bottom of the left and right corners. The mean values of the loading
FT =  f1 , f 2  are 50 units and are located at a quarter distances along the bottom line.

The rectangular ground structure is dimensionless 120x42 units. The Poisson’s ratio is
0. For the sake of simplicity the value of the Young’s modulus is assumed to be unity.
In the following two cases are investigated, where at first the deterministic problem is
presented and then the stochastic optimal topology is calculated with different covariant
values.

5.4.1.1. Deterministic topology optimization
120x42 ground elements with 2x2 sub-elements are used. Total number of the finite
elements is 20160. The penalty parameter p changed from p=1 to p=1.3 with increment
0.1 and later to p=2.5 with
increment=0.35.
The

compliance

limit

is

C=410000. The numerically
obtained optimal topology can
be seen in Fig. 5,2.

Fig.5.2. Deterministic optimal topology

5.4.1.2. Probabilistic topologies with variable covariance values
In that case the magnitudes of loads are random variables. They follow a joint normal
distribution with mean values FT =  f1 , f 2  given above. Due to the assumed nature of
the loading the elements of covariance matrix have different values varying the following
2
2
2
2
covariance values κ1,1 = 0.1 , κ 2,2 = 0.1 , κ1,2 = 0.1 , κ 2,1 = 0.1 belonging to the loading

elements and all the elements of the 3rd row and column are zero as it was supposed
previously. The assumed probability is given by q = 0.90 . The same compliance limit is
applied C=410000. The modifications and the termination criteria of the penalty
parameter are the same as they were in the deterministic example. The covariance
2
2
2
2
values (loading) are given in the following order: κ1,1 , κ 2,2 , κ1,2 , κ 2,1 .

Applying the iterative procedure presented in Section 5.3. the probabilistically
constrained stochastic optimal topologies can be computed. There were eight hundred
major iteration steps to obtain the solution what are shown in Figs. 5.3-5.5. The figures
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were obtained by the use of same mean values of the forces but the covariance values
2
2
2
2
( κ1,1 , κ 2,2 , κ1,2 , κ 2,1 ) were different.

a; Covariances: 0.1, 0.1, 0, 0

b; Covariances: 0.1, 0, 0, 0

Fig.5.3.a-b. Stochastic optimal topologies with variable covariance

a; Covariances: 0, 0.1, 0, 0

b; Covariances: 0, 0, 0.1, 0.1

Fig.5.4.a-b. Stochastic optimal topologies with variable covariance

a; Covariances: 0.5, 0.5, 0, 0

b; Covariances: 5.0, 5.0, 0, 0

Fig.5.5.a-b. Stochastic optimal topologies with variable covariance

One can see that the characters of figures of the stochastic optimal topologies are in
good agreement with those of the deterministic optimal topology but the covariance
values have significant effects. One can see that the symmetric loading with different
covariance values not always result in symmetric optimal topologies. The reason is that
in case of stochastic problem the same compliance value with a given probability the
covariance values can have significant effects for the displacements and the optimal
topologies.
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5.4.1.3. Probabilistic topologies with variable minimum probability
5.4.1.3.1. Covariance value at the sub-diagonal of the covariance
matrix
In this case also the magnitudes of loads are random variables and they follow a joint
T
normal distribution with mean values F =  f1 , f 2  given above. The applied covariance

2
2
2
values (in connection of loading) are the following: κ1,1 = 0.4 , κ 2,2 = 0.40 , κ1,2 = 0.3 ,
2
κ 2,1
= 0.3 . The minimum probability values are: q = 0.60 , q = 0.65 , q = 0.70 , q = 0.75 ,

q = 0.80 , q = 0.85 , q = 0.90 and q = 0.95 . The same compliance limit is applied

C=410000. The modifications and the termination criteria of the penalty parameter are
the same as they were in the previous examples.

a; Minimum probability: 0.60

b; Minimum probability: 0.65

Fig.5.6.a-b. Stochastic optimal topologies with variable covariance

a; Minimum probability: 0.70

b; Minimum probability: 0.75

Fig.5.7.a-b. Stochastic optimal topologies with variable covariance

a; Minimum probability: 0.80

b; Minimum probability: 0.85

Fig.5.8.a-b. Stochastic optimal topologies with variable covariance
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a; Minimum probability: 0.90

b; Minimum probability: 0.95

Fig.5.9.a-b. Stochastic optimal topologies with variable covariance

There were also about eight hundred major iteration steps to obtain the solutions what
are shown in Figs. 5.6-5.9. One can see that the characters of figures of the
probabilistic topologies are in good agreement with the previously presented optimal
topologies but the minimum probability value can significantly effect the shape and the
thicknesses of the structural members. In Fig. 5.10 the minimum volumes are presented
in terms of the minimum probability value. As it is expected the enhancement of the
probability value makes much heavier optimal structure.

Fig.5.10. Minimum volumes in function of the minimum probability value
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5.4.1.3.2. Covariance value at the main-diagonal of the covariance
matrix
In that case all the parameters are the same as previously. The only different is that the
2
2
2
2
covariance matrix has the following values: κ1,1 = 0.0 , κ 2,2 = 0.4 , κ1,2 = 0.0 , κ 2,1 = 0.0 . The

minimum probability values are: q = 0.60 , q = 0.65 , q = 0.70 , q = 0.75 , q = 0.80 , q = 0.85 ,
q = 0.90 , q = 0.95 and q = 0.98 . The solutions are presented in Figs. 5.11-5.15. In Fig.

5.16 the minimum volumes are presented in terms of the minimum probability value.

a; Minimum probability: 0.60

b; Minimum probability: 0.65

Fig.5.11.a-b. Stochastic optimal topologies with variable probability

a; Minimum probability: 0.70

b; Minimum probability: 0.75

Fig.5.12.a-b. Stochastic optimal topologies with variable probability

a; Minimum probability: 0.80

b; Minimum probability: 0.85

Fig.5.13.a-b. Stochastic optimal topologies with variable probability
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a; Minimum probability: 0.90

b; Minimum probability: 0.95

Fig.5.14.a-b. Stochastic optimal topologies with variable probability

Minimum probability: 0.98
Fig.5.15. Stochastic optimal topologies with variable probability

Fig.5.16. Minimum volumes in function of the minimum probability value
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5.4.2. Rectangular design domain with two simple supports and two
point loads located at the middle.
The optimization problem is a
simple structure given by a
rectangular domain (Fig. 5.17.)
with two simple supports and
two point loads. The double
arrows of the loads represent
their probabilistic behaviour in
Fig. 5.17. The height/length
ratio is 0.7 and the supports are
located at the middle of the left

Fig.5.17. Design domain

and right corners, respectively.
T
The mean values of the loading F =  f1 , f 2  are 50 units and located at a quarter

distance along the middle line. The rectangular ground structure has dimensionless
measures: 120x84 units. The Poisson’s ratio is 0. For the sake of simplicity the value of
the Young’s modulus is assumed to be unity.
In the following two cases are investigated, where at first the deterministic problem is
presented while secondly the stochastic optimal topology is calculated with different
covariant values.

5.4.2.1. Deterministic topology optimization
120x42 ground elements with
2x2 sub-elements are used.
Total number of the finite
elements

is

20160.

The

penalty parameter p was run
from

p=1

to

p=1.3

with

increments 0.1 and later with
increments 0.35 up to p=2.5.
The

compliance

C=450000.

The

limit

is

numerically

obtained optimal topology can

Fig.5.18. Deterministic optimal topology
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be seen in Fig.5.18.

5.4.2.2. Probabilistic topologies with variable covariance values
In that case of stochastic topology optimization the magnitudes of loads are random
T
variables. They follow a joint normal distribution with mean values F =  f1 , f 2  given

above. The assumed probability is q = 0.8 . The same compliance limit is applied
C=450000. The variation and termination criteria of the penalty parameter are the same
as in the deterministic example. The covariance values (loading) are given in the
2
2
2
2
following order: κ1,1 , κ 2,2 , κ1,2 , κ 2,1 .

a; Covariances: 0, 1, 0, 0

b; Covariances: 1, 0, 0, 0

Fig.5.19.a-b. Stochastic optimal topologies with variable covariance

a; Covariances: 1, 1, 0, 0

b; Covariances: 1, 1, 1, 1

Fig.5.20.a-b. Stochastic optimal topologies with variable covariance
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a; Covariances: 1, 2, 0, 0

b; Covariances: 1, 3, 3, 3

Fig.5.21.a-b. Stochastic optimal topologies with variable covariance

Applying the iterative procedure presented in Section 5.3. the probabilistically
constrained stochastic optimal topologies can be computed. It was also about eight
hundred major iteration steps to obtain the solution what are shown in Figs. 5.19-5.21.
The figures were obtained by the use of same mean values of the forces but the
2
2
2
2
covariance values ( κ1,1 , κ 2,2 , κ1,2 , κ 2,1 ) were different. One can see that the characters

of figures of the stochastic optimal topologies are in good agreement with these of
deterministic optimal topology but the covariance values have significant effect. One
can see that the symmetric loading with different covariance values not always result in
symmetric optimal topologies. The reason is that in case of stochastic problem the
same compliance value with a given probability the covariance values can have
significant effects for the displacements and the optimal topologies.

5.4.2.3. Probabilistic topologies with variable minimum probability
In that case also the magnitudes of loads are the random variables and they follow a
T
joint normal distribution with mean values F =  f1 , f 2  given above. The applied

2
2
2
covariance values (loading) are as follow: κ1,1 = 2 , κ 2, 2 = 1 , κ1,22 = 0 , κ 2,1
= 0 . The minimum

probability

values

are: q = 0.60 , q = 0.65 ,

q = 0.70 ,

q = 0.75 ,

q = 0.80 ,

q = 0.85 ,

q = 0.90 , q = 0.95 and q = 0.98 . The same compliance limit is applied C=450000. The

modifications and the termination criteria of the penalty parameter are the same as they
were in the previous examples.
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a; Minimum probability: 0.60

b; Minimum probability: 0.65

Fig.5.22.a-b. Stochastic optimal topologies with variable probability

a; Minimum probability: 0.70

b; Minimum probability: 0.75

Fig.5.23.a-b. Stochastic optimal topologies with variable probability

a; Minimum probability: 0.80

b; Minimum probability: 0.85

Fig.5.24.a-b. Stochastic optimal topologies with variable probability
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a; Minimum probability: 0.90

b; Minimum probability: 0.95

Fig.5.25.a-b. Stochastic optimal topologies with variable probability

Minimum probability: 0.98
Fig.5.26. Stochastic optimal topologies with variable probability

It was also about eight hundred major iteration steps to obtain the solutions shown in
Figs. 5.22.- 5.26. One can see that the characters of figures of the probability value
dependent optimal topologies are in good agreement with the previously presented
optimal topologies but the variable minimum probability can significantly effect the
shape and the thicknesses of the structural members.
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5.4.3. Cantilever with two forces
The optimization problem is given by a rectangular domain (Fig. 5.27.) with clamped left
hand side supports and two point loads. The double arrows of the loads represent their
probabilistic behaviour in Fig. 5.27. The height/length ratio is 0.5 with the dimensionless
40x80 units and the supports are located at the middle and right corner of the bottom
boundary, respectively. The mean values of the loading FT =  f1 , f 2  are 50 units. The
Poisson’s ratio is 0. For the sake of simplicity the value of the Young’s modulus is
assumed to be unit.

Fig.5.27. Design domain of the cantilever

110x55 ground elements with 2x2 sub-elements are used. Total number of the finite
elements is 24200. The penalty parameter p was run from p=1 to p=1.3 with increments
0.1 and later with increments 0.35 up to p=2.5.
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a; Minimum probability: 0.60

b; Minimum probability: 0.65

Fig.5.28.a-b. Stochastic optimal topologies with variable probability

a; Minimum probability: 0.70

b; Minimum probability: 0.75

Fig.5.29.a-b. Stochastic optimal topologies with variable probability

a; Minimum probability: 0.80

b; Minimum probability: 0.85

Fig.5.30.a-b. Stochastic optimal topologies with variable probability

a; Minimum probability: 0.90

b; Minimum probability: 0.95

Fig.5.31.a-b. Stochastic optimal topologies with variable probability
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Minimum probability: 0.98
Fig.5.32. Stochastic optimal topologies with variable probability

The compliance limit is C=320000. The covariance matrix (loading) has the following
2
2
2
2
values: κ1,1 = 0.0 , κ 2,2 = 0.4 , κ1,2 = 0.0 , κ 2,1 = 0.0 . The minimum probability is varied. The

values

also

are:

q = 0.60 ,

q = 0.65 ,

q = 0.70 ,

q = 0.75 ,

q = 0.80 , q = 0.85 ,

q = 0.90 , q = 0.95 and q = 0.98 . The solutions are presented in Figs. 5.28-5.32. In Fig. 33

the minimum volumes are presented in terms of the minimum probability values.

Fig.5.33. Minimum volumes in function of the minimum probability value
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5.5. Conclusions
The probabilistically constrained topology optimization problem was presented. The
compliance approximation gives an appropriate tool to describe probabilistically given
loading. The introduced algorithm provides an iterative tool which allows using
thousands of design variables what is impossible by the use of conventional stochastic
optimization program. By the use of secondary meshing of ground elements the amount
of the checker-board patter was avoided on an acceptable level.
The present stage of the research shows that to compute the stochastic topology needs
the same computational time as in case of deterministic topology. The elaborated
topology design method is more effective when the correlation is not significant (smaller
than 10% of the mean values). The algorithm is rather stable and provides the
convergence to reach the optimum. One can see that the covariance values and the
minimum probability values have significant effect on the optimal topology. The
symmetry of the design can be lost due to the effect of the covariance values. The
applied method gives a wider possibility to the designer to take into consideration more
realistic loading description than the deterministic topology design.

Theses III. [43]
III.a. I have elaborated the model and algorithm to perform topology optimization
calculation with probabilistically given loads (Gaussian distribution).
III.b. The numerical studies confirm that the elaborated methods effective and a wide
range of problems can be solved.
III.c. The numeric study shows that the covariance values have significant effect for the
optimal topologies.
III.d. The symmetry of the design can be lost due to the effect of the covariance values.
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